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Static memory disambiguation is a compile-time technique which determines whether or not two memory instructions access the same memory location at run-time. With fully disambiguated memory accesses, instruction scheduling and code optimization can be conducted in a much more aggressive manner. As the speed gap between the processor and memory widens, the value of optimized memory accesses will scale accordingly. To disambiguate memory accesses beyond scalar local variables, a critical task in an optimizing compiler is to perform interprocedural pointer analysis in order to handle indirect memory accesses through pointers in the presence of function calls with side-effects. Interprocedural pointer analysis has long been considered as too expensive to afford. Therefore unlike function inlining, register allocation, and SSA analysis, interprocedural pointer analysis has not been integrated into commercial compilers.

The core of this dissertation is a new modular interprocedural pointer analysis algorithm which significantly improves the feasibility of static memory disambiguation. The proposed algorithm can handle much larger C programs with realistic language features. Due to its modular feature, the amounts of time and memory requirements are greatly reduced. The dissertation also evaluates the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm on the complete SPECcint92 and SPECcint95 benchmark suites. Significant performance improvements are observed from these pointer-intensive programs.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

A wide-issue superscalar processor cannot sustain its peak speed unless the memory system can provide data at the same rate as they are consumed by the processor. Since the performance gap between the processor and the memory keeps growing, the memory access latency has an even greater impact on performance, motivating the need for techniques that either eliminate memory instructions or at least tolerate the latency of load instructions.

Various hardware techniques that can hide the latency of load instructions have been investigated in the past. In addition to improvements made on the cache designs, reducing the load latency by accessing the memory earlier than the normal pipeline stage using a speculatively generated effective addresses can successfully reduce the cache hit latency by one or two cycles [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. Similarly, the concept of value prediction [7, 8] has introduced machine models that exceed the limit imposed by data dependences by predicting the outcome values of instructions. All these speculative mechanisms will not eliminate load instructions contained in the program. Instead, they may increase the total amount of memory traffics if mis-prediction prevails. In general, the effectiveness of these dynamic approaches is more significant if the underlying programs are less aggressively optimized.
To address the memory latency problem, another set of techniques use the compiler to aggressively transform load and store instructions under the guidance of static memory disambiguation information. The most effective way is to perform register promotion so that instructions communicate through registers instead of the memory. If register promotion is not possible due to hazardous memory instructions or function calls, a less ambitious approach is to schedule load instructions as ahead of the original position as possible until a potentially conflicting store is reached. In this way either the entire memory latency or at least part of it can be hidden. Without interprocedural pointer analysis, the compiler can only disambiguate direct accesses to local variables. For indirect accesses or accesses to global variables, they can only be disambiguated in a very limited code scope, which may be even smaller than a basic block. Given a program with intensive usage of pointers and function calls, analysis in such a scope can only provide modest performance gains. Therefore interprocedural pointer analysis plays a pivotal role in determining the quality of static memory disambiguation, which in turn determines the aggressiveness of memory access optimizations. However, conventional wisdom holds that interprocedural pointer analysis is not practical to be conducted in commercial compilers, so dynamic memory disambiguation mechanisms are persuaded as alternative approaches to tolerate the memory latency [9, 10].

This dissertation addresses the memory latency problem using aggressive static memory disambiguation. An efficient and effective interprocedural pointer analysis algorithm for C programs is proposed to demonstrate that static memory disambiguation can be practically integrated into an optimizing compiler. With interprocedural pointer analysis,
the compiler can optimize programs in a much larger scope. Without any architectural modifications, the total amount of memory traffics can be reduced by the compiler while remaining memory instructions in the program can be scheduled in a much wider range to tolerate the memory latency. To demonstrate that the new interprocedural pointer analysis algorithm does raise the applicability of static memory disambiguation to the next level, the complete suites of SPECcint92 and SPECcint95 [11] are analyzed in the experiments. The SPEC suites are the most commonly used benchmarks to evaluate the performance of modern computer systems. Due to their sizes and many realistic C features, they are often conservatively optimized by pure static methods, leaving many novel architectural designs guided by sub-optimal program traces. Through aggressive memory access optimizations, significant performance improvements are observed which not only demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm but also provide new insights to these benchmarks so that their optimized behaviors can be understood.

1.1 Contribution

The contributions of this dissertation are described by the following aspects.

- An efficient and effective interprocedural pointer analysis algorithm is proposed.

The challenges faced by an interprocedural pointer analysis algorithm often include the control of resource usage and the coverage of realistic language features. To address the first challenge, the proposed algorithm uses the modular [12] and flow-insensitive [13, 14] paradigm to shorten the analysis time and lessen the memory
consumption. To overcome the second challenge, the proposed algorithm handles all C features including unions, type casts, and function pointers. Consequently, the analysis result is safe and can be used to guide aggressive optimizations.

- A systematic way to exploit optimization opportunities using memory disambiguation information is demonstrated. With fully disambiguated memory accesses, the dependency between a pair of memory instructions can be accurately defined as dependent, independent, and ambiguous. These classifications are referenced by optimization routines to transform the program. However, a certain degree of conservative assumptions are inevitable for any static analysis algorithms including the proposed one. Therefore memory address profiling [15] is conducted in this dissertation to estimate the performance benefit that would be available if the conducted static memory disambiguation were perfect. Experimental results indicate that the extra performance gain is negligible compared to the performance improvements enabled by the new interprocedural pointer analysis algorithm, meaning a significant degree of accuracy has been achieved.

- An in-depth understanding of the usage of function pointers is provided. In addition to improving the performance the programs, static memory disambiguation information can also improve the productivity of programmers. Among many programming tools, a call graph extractor is a very important one since it helps the programmer understand the overall structure of the program. However, in the presence of function pointers, the complete and accurate call graph cannot be easily
constructed. This dissertation presents a comprehensive study of the usage of function pointers found in the SPECint92 and SPECcint95 suites. Experience from these benchmarks argues that function pointers can be as complicated as regular pointers. That is, an accurate call graph extractor would not be available unless full scale interprocedural pointer analysis is performed.

1.2 Overview

This dissertation consists of eight chapters. Chapter 2 explains various issues involved in interprocedural pointer analysis in detail. A comprehensive review of previous work is also discussed in this chapter.

Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 present the intraprocedural and interprocedural stages of the proposed modular interprocedural pointer analysis algorithm, respectively. Given a C program, each function is first analyzed as an isolated compilation unit where parameters and global variables are temporarily assumed to have uninitialized values. The analysis conducted in this stage will summarize the intraprocedural behavior of a function in a flow-insensitive manner, including how it can affect memory accesses in the caller and callee functions, and how its memory accesses can be affected by the caller and callee functions. The summarized behavior of each function is the only information to be processed in the next stage, the interprocedural stage. Because of the significant size reduction in the summarized representation than the full function body, much larger programs can be handled by the proposed modular algorithm.
Chapter 5 details how to utilize static memory disambiguation to guide memory access optimizations, including redundant load/store elimination, loop-invariant code migration, and instruction scheduling. Chapter 6 classifies the usage of function pointers using the SPEC suites. Comprehensive case studies extracted from representative benchmarks are shown to illustrate the intricacy of pointer manipulations. Resolutions of function pointers are presented to quantify the accuracy of interprocedural pointer analysis.

Chapter 7 quantitatively compares the performance of programs compiled with and without interprocedural pointer analysis. Different architectural configurations and optimization routines are evaluated to understand the relationship between machine resources and compiler capabilities. A quantitative upper-bound analysis using memory address profiling is also presented in this chapter. Finally, Chapter 8 presents conclusions and future research suggestions.
CHAPTER 2

OVERVIEW OF STATIC MEMORY DISAMBIGUATION

Interprocedural pointer analysis is a critical component of accurate static memory disambiguation and has been addressed by many researchers over the past twenty years. The analysis goal has evolved from detecting aliases among formal parameters for Fortran programs to aliases among multi-level pointer dereferences in C, C++ and Java. However, interprocedural pointer analysis is still not mature on the whole, since the feasibility of a fully functional interprocedural pointer analysis algorithm which can accommodate realistic large programs has not been demonstrated in the literature. Unlike function inlining [16], register allocation [17], and SSA analysis [18], interprocedural pointer analysis has not been integrated into commercial compilers.

2.1 Background Information

The key issues that need to be addressed by an interprocedural pointer analysis algorithm include the following. It will be demonstrated later that the proposed modular interprocedural pointer analysis algorithm indeed raises the applicability of interprocedural pointer analysis to the next level.
2.1.1 Flow sensitivity

A flow-sensitive pointer analysis algorithm considers the effects of pointer assignments with respect to statement orders. The benefit is that a later assignment may kill earlier definitions of the same pointer, referred to as strong update. However, situations that arise in real code often do not benefit from flow-sensitive analysis. For example, most algorithms only allow scalar pointers to be strongly updated [19, 20, 12]. In reality, most dereferences are off heap-based pointers or pointer fields in structures/unions, and most scalar pointers are rarely redefined unless they are used in loops to traverse arrays or linked lists. However, such data structures are often treated conservatively as a single aggregate element. As a result, the accuracy yielded is not proportional to the time spent, and earlier work reports that little benefit is observed on most studied benchmarks [21].

2.1.2 Context sensitivity

A context-sensitive interprocedural pointer analysis algorithm distinguishes different caller contexts for a common callee so that alias information carried by one caller will not leak into the other. Strictly speaking, maintaining context sensitivity can be further distinguished as maintaining context-sensitive parameter aliases and context-sensitive transfer functions. In the context of interprocedural pointer analysis, transfer functions represent the side-effects of function calls and operate by taking a set of pointers that are accessible via parameters or global variables and returning a set of target locations that are pointed to by these input pointers. Consider the code example in Figure 2.1a.
int *P1, *P2, *P3, G1, G2, G3;
int *foo(int **p, int **q, int *r)
{
S1: *p = r;
S2: (**p)++;
S3: G1++;
S4: G2++;
S5: return *q;
}
main()
{
    int *a, *b;
S6: P1 = &G1;
S7: a = foo(&P2, &P1, &G2);
S8: b = foo(&P3, &P2, &G3);
\[a \rightarrow S5/S7 \rightarrow G1 \rightarrow P1 \rightarrow S8/S5 \rightarrow S7/S5 \rightarrow S7/S1 \rightarrow G2 \rightarrow P2 \rightarrow p \rightarrow S8 \rightarrow P3 \rightarrow G3 \rightarrow q \rightarrow S7 \rightarrow S7 \rightarrow S8 \rightarrow G2 \rightarrow S8 \rightarrow G3 \rightarrow r\]
\[a \rightarrow \text{S6} \rightarrow \text{G1} \rightarrow \text{P1} \rightarrow \text{S8/S1} \rightarrow \text{G3} \rightarrow \text{P3}\]

\text{Figure 2.1} An example about context-sensitivity: (a) code, (b) pointers resolved using context-sensitive transfer functions, (c) context-sensitive aliases among parameters.

By calling function \text{foo} twice with different values passed as parameters, pointers are initialized differently by instantiated statements contained in \text{foo}.

When the concrete values bound to parameters are distinguished in the caller’s perspective, a context-sensitive transfer function is resulted and it can prevent the \textit{impossible path} problem [22]. Figure 2.1b shows the points-to relations [19] obtained after applying the context-sensitive transfer function of \text{foo}, where each edge is annotated with the labels of corresponding statements. For example, pointer P3 in Figure 2.1b will not be resolved to point to G2 if the transfer function of function \text{foo} is aware that addresses of P3 and G2 are not passed to function \text{foo} in the same context. On the other hand, Figure 2.1c shows the context-sensitive alias relations among formal parameters of func-
tion foo, where contexts are distinguished by the call-site statement labels. When the concrete values bound to parameters are distinguished in the callee’s perspective, not only true aliases among parameters are identified to guarantee the correctness of optimizations applied to the callee function body, but also spurious aliases among parameters can be eliminated to enable more optimizations. For example, the third parameter r in function foo may point to G1 if foo is invoked from S7, and G2 if foo is invoked from S8. If these alias relations are not detected, the compiler may overlap the execution of statements S2, S3, and S4, violating the semantic order of the program since these three statements have WAW dependences. However, the first two parameters of function foo, p and q, may point to P2 but they never do so simultaneously. Therefore the compiler can schedule the load instruction that retrieves data from *q before the store instruction that writes value to *p in order to hide the load latency.

Context-sensitive pointer analysis shows little or no precision benefits from benchmarks studied in [23]. However, for those where context-sensitivity is beneficial, the proposed algorithm in this dissertation can maintain context-sensitive transfer functions inexpensively. However, context-sensitive parameter aliases are not maintained.

2.1.3 Whole-program or modular analysis

The most straightforward way to maintain the context sensitivity of parameter aliases and function call side-effects is to analyze a whole program following the flow of statements, including statements in invoked functions [22, 19]. For example, the program in Figure 2.1a can be analyzed by following statements $S_6 \rightarrow S_7 \rightarrow S_{1-5} \rightarrow S_8 \rightarrow S_{1-5}$.
When the program is large and the call graph is dense, the analysis cost will be too high for practical use. Partial transfer functions, as proposed by Wilson and Lam [20], use memoization to avoid the redundant analysis of an invoked subset of the call-graph. For the example shown in Figure 2.1, the alias relations among parameters for call sites S7 and S8 are identical, so the memoized transfer function obtained from S7 can be reused for S8 so that S1 through S5 need not be analyzed again. However, function bodies along a call-graph path need to be memory resident simultaneously due to the algorithm’s flow-sensitive feature, affecting the scalability of the algorithm.

The recent flow- and context-sensitive modular analysis proposed by Chatterjee et al. [12] handles a subset of the C++ language. Their method further reduces the memory requirement of interprocedural pointer analysis because only method bodies belonging to the same strongly connected components (SCC) [24] in a C++ program need to be memory resident simultaneously. For methods belonging to different SCCs, only the summary transfer functions are brought to memory for propagation. Since real programs contain large SCCs, it is desirable to further reduce the memory requirement for analyzing a single SCC.

2.1.4 Abstract memory representation

A static algorithm often needs to use an abstract notation to represent run-time accessed memory locations. Storage-based representation uses extended variable names for physical memory locations [22, 19, 20, 12]. To avoid ambiguity, it is often required that a single memory location cannot be represented by more than one storage name. Due to
different aliases among formal parameters, more than one version of transfer functions, either separately maintained [20], or collectively maintained but differentiated by alias contexts [12], are required. Access paths [22, 25], on the other hand, simply represent physical memory locations by how they are accessed from an initial variable in a store-less model. As long as the length of access paths can be bound in the presence of recursive data structures, a context-independent representation of the summary transfer function and an easier way to produce unique names for heap objects can be enabled. However, the literature does not explain how summary transfer functions are to be maintained in access paths. In this thesis, the concept of access paths will be further explained in Section 3.1.

2.1.5 Coverage of language features

A compiler needs a full coverage of all language features in order to perform correct and aggressive optimizations. For example, if individual fields of a structure cannot be disambiguated, indirect accesses from field pointers will be considered as ambiguous and stay unoptimized. This is definitely an undesired situation, since structures are handy programming features and are ubiquitous in modern programs. But many other language features like type casts, unions, and function pointers have long been neglected as well. The recent work proposed by Wilson and Lam [20] is the first to cover all C features in performing interprocedural pointer analysis, but its applicability is limited by the memory requirement of whole-program analysis. On the other hand, although many flow-insensitive and context-insensitive algorithms are asymptotically faster [13, 26, 27],
handling realistic C features may have a drastic impact on their complexity. For example, without handling structures and unions, Steensgaard’s algorithm has almost linear complexity [26]; when structures and unions are considered, the complexity becomes exponential [28].

2.1.6 Evaluation of interprocedural pointer analysis

Most earlier algorithms are evaluated by resource consumptions, pointer resolutions, and statistics of improved optimization opportunities [29, 30, 31, 32]. These numbers can provide a high-level judgment on the effectiveness about an algorithm, but the real value of interprocedural pointer analysis should be judged by how much performance improvement can be gained from its analysis results. The work by Wilson and Lam in [20] uses pointer analysis results to guide loop parallelizations for one SPEC benchmark, whereas the work by Diwan et al. [32] uses type-based alias analysis to guide redundant load elimination and loop-invariant load migration for a set of Modula-3 programs. Cooper and Lu [30] study the effect of register promotion for variables in the presence of pointers, but indirect accesses to heap objects and fields of aggregates are not handled. In this thesis, interprocedural pointer analysis results are used to guide much more aggressive memory access optimizations including redundant load/store elimination, loop-invariant memory access migration, and load/store scheduling, which will be described in Chapter 7. These optimizations are more aggressive because C is not a type-safe language, and both stack- and heap-based memory accesses can be optimized even for code regions containing function calls. Since a formal verification for the correctness of pointer analysis results is still
absent, using the analysis results to guide aggressive optimizations provides a pragmatic alternative for verification.

2.2 A New Modular Interprocedural Pointer Analysis Algorithm

In this dissertation, a fully functional interprocedural pointer analysis algorithm which can handle widely used C programs is proposed. The design emphasizes the practical aspect of interprocedural pointer analysis, adopting the modular and flow-insensitive paradigm. The propagation of summary transfer functions is conducted in a context-sensitive but inexpensive manner using access paths and points-to analysis [19]. In accommodating realistic C features, the new algorithm controls its memory requirement and maintains its accuracy in the presence of function pointers by starting with an under-estimated call graph which is augmented iteratively along the course of interprocedural pointer analysis [19]. The offset representation for structure/union fields is also incorporated into access paths to seamlessly handle aliases caused by unions and type casts [20, 33]. In addition, it is demonstrated that the number for recursive heap objects can be bound and the location of acyclic heap objects can be easily disambiguated using access paths.

The proposed algorithm consists of two major stages: the intraprocedural stage and the interprocedural stage. In the intraprocedural stage, each function is analyzed as an
isolated compilation module where formal parameters, callee return values \(^1\), and global variables are all assumed to have unknown values. Indirectly accessed locations through unknown pointers are represented by access paths. By the end of the intraprocedural stage, a summary behavior of each function is calculated, including a set of memory locations accessible across function boundaries, a set of call-site names, a set of pointer definitions involving pointers accessible across function boundaries, and a set of pointer assignments involving formal parameters and global variables. The third set is considered as the \textit{summary transfer function} and represented by points-to relations. In the interprocedural stage, bottom-up propagation of summary transfer functions along the call graph is performed. In the presence of function pointers, it is also necessary to perform top-down propagation of function names along the partially resolved call graph, since some indirect call-sites may receive concrete function names through parameters. Because the transfer function of a just-discovered indirect callee may define function pointers used elsewhere in the program, the bottom-up and top-down propagations need to be performed iteratively until a fixed point is reached. The aliases among formal parameters are then calculated after top-down propagation of concrete values along the complete call graph.

At a high-level, the idea behind the proposed algorithm in this dissertation is similar to \textit{Relevant Context Inference (RCI)}, proposed by Chatterjee et al. [12], since both algorithms use modular analysis to reduce the resource requirements. However, several significant differences distinguish the two pieces of work, as highlighted in Figure 2.2.

\(^1\)For simplicity the term \textit{parameters} will be used to collectively mean function return values.
First, *RCI* covers a subset of C++ constructs where many general C features including explicit address operator (&), function pointers, structure members, and general pointer assignments are excluded. The proposed algorithm covers complete C features and can generate safe analysis results to guide code optimizations. Secondly, *RCI* uses an over-estimated call graph. For an indirect call-site, all functions with names taken and compatible signatures are considered as possible callees. In *132.ijpeg*, a SPECcint95 benchmark, there are 188 functions whose names are taken and the majority of them have the same signature. Furthermore, there are 641 indirect call-sites in the program. Therefore the estimated call graph will be very inaccurate, which will waste time in propagating summary transfer functions and produce spurious results. Lastly, *RCI* uses *alias contexts* to lazily enumerate potential aliases among parameters in order to distinguish
different versions of transfer functions for different calling contexts. In the proposed method, access paths enable a context-independent representation of transfer functions so that the memory overhead used to represent multiple versions of summary transfer functions is reduced.

Consider the example shown in Figure 2.3a. When an estimated call graph is used, \*fn2 may invoke both fn3 and fn4 since both their names are taken and they have matching signatures. In reality, only fn3 can be called through \*fn2, so propagating the summary transfer function of fn4 would be spurious and unnecessary. Figure 2.3b shows how summary transfer functions are represented for fn3 in RCI. Nodes \( r_{\text{init}} \) and \( s_{\text{init}} \) represent the objects pointed by \( r \) and \( s \), respectively. The upper dashed edge indicates that \( r_{\text{init}}.next \) points to \( r_{\text{init}} \) when \( r \) and \( s \) receive the same concrete value, while the lower dashed edge shows that \( r_{\text{init}}.next \) points to \( s_{\text{init}} \) when \( r \) and \( s \) receive different concrete values. The enumeration is unnecessary since the caller knows better than the callee whether or not identical values are passed to different parameters. As long as the abstract memory name in the transfer function faithfully represents how the memory location is accessed through formal parameters or global variables in a context-independent manner, the caller can easily determine where the location is after replacing the formal parameter with a concrete value. As shown in Figure 2.3c, by using postfix access paths [25], it is straightforward for call-site S2 to derive that \( r* \) stands for st1 and \( s* \) stands for st2, and for call-site S3 to derive that both \( r* \) and \( s* \) stand for st3. Therefore both points-to relations \((\text{st1.next, st2})\) and \((\text{st3.next, st3})\) can be derived from a single summary points-to relation \((r*.next, s*)\).
typedef struct S {
    int *key; /* 0_3 */
    struct S *next; /* 4_7 */
} S;

main()
{
    void (*fn2)(S*, S*);
    S st1, st2, st3;
    S1: fn1(&fn2, fn3, fn4);
    S2: (*fn2)(&st1, &st2);
    S3: (*fn2)(&st3, &st3);
}

Figure 2.3 Storage- and path-based transfer functions (shown by dashed edges): (a) code, (b) two versions distinguished by alias contexts, (c) one generic version applicable to both calling contexts.
Details of the operations performed in the intraprocedural and interprocedural stages will be explained in the next two chapters.

2.3 Related Work

In addition to previous discussions, more related work will be summarized in this section. Landi et al. [22] use the may-alias representation to perform flow- and context-sensitive interprocedural pointer analysis. This is the pioneer work in improving the accuracy of pointer analysis using the interprocedural control-flow graph (ICFG). The analyzed language is simplified from C, and memoization is not used. Emami et al. [19] propose the points-to representation to model the storage shape graph. Since their analysis is flow-sensitive, their points-to relations can be classified as definite or possible, while the proposed work in this dissertation only generates possible relations. Their algorithm is not designed to aggressively disambiguate heap objects, and memoization is not used either. They also handle a subset of C, but function pointers are included. Choi et al. [34] propose a sparse representation for the alias pairs, and they use the invocation path towards memory allocation sites to name heap objects. However, experimental results and implementation details are not provided. To look beyond tradition applications of pointer analysis, Rugina and Rinard [35] perform pointer analysis for multithread programs.

Many pointer analysis algorithms use types to perform alias analysis [32, 36, 26, 37]. Deutsch [25] uses postfix symbolic access paths to analyze the alias relations among accesses to recursive structures on well-typed programs. In this dissertation, although the
access path notation employed is also postfix, the low-level offsets are adopted for fields. Types are also used differently since they are not directly used to resolve aliases due to type casts in C, but used to control the length of access paths in the presence of recursive data structures. The flow-insensitive analysis proposed by Andersen [27] has cubic worse-case running time, and the work from Fähndrich et al. [38] shows that Andersen’s method can be practical for large programs. Shapiro et. al [31] propose a hybrid method with configurable complexity between Steensgaard’s and Anderson’s algorithms. Hasti et al. [39] propose the idea of iteratively improving the accuracy of pointer analysis in SSA form [18], but empirical results are not available. Zhang et al. [40] and Stocks et al. [41] balance the complexity by switching between various algorithms. The largest benchmark handled has around 60,000 lines of code. The algorithm proposed in this dissertation is the first to demonstrate that a flow-insensitive analysis accommodating complete C features can handle programs of more than 200,000 lines of code.

Besides resolving aliases for general pointer dereferences, a lot of researchers have focused on obtaining detailed shape descriptions for heap objects [42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 25]. The proposed algorithm accurately resolves heap objects of scalar types, but conservatively assumes that all heap objects of recursive data types form cyclic data structures.
CHAPTER 3

INTRPROCEDURAL POINTER ANALYSIS

Pointer analysis is a data-flow analysis which deals with the flow of pointer values. Given two pointers p1 and p2, they cannot point to the same location unless they are initialized by the same value, so the fundamental job in a pointer analysis algorithm is to analyze pointer assignments to calculate the flow of pointer values. Since the C language allows multi-level pointers, a correct pointer analysis algorithm needs to deal with aliases of pointers as well. Once the address of a pointer is passed to another function, like the example in Figure 2.1, pointer analysis needs to be conducted in the interprocedural scope otherwise some pointers cannot be resolved.

In this chapter, how to handle pointer assignments and determine aliases among pointers will be the main focus of discussions. For pointers that are defined through local statements, they can be fully resolved in the intraprocedural stage. For pointers that are defined through function calls, they are only identified in the intraprocedural stage and will be resolved in the interprocedural stage. These interprocedurally accessible pointers are represented in a context-independent format using access paths, based on which a summary behavior of each function is constructed, including MOD/REF information for interprocedurally accessible locations, callee information, and summary transfer functions. The summarized behavior is the only data structure to be maintained
in the interprocedural stage so that significant reduction in analysis time and memory usage can be achieved.

3.1 Access Paths

For a C expression that accesses the memory, it can be as simple as a direct access to a variable, or an indirect access through a sequence of dereference operations with offset adjustments. Since different variables represent different memory locations, disambiguating accesses of the former case is simple. To disambiguate accesses of the latter case, both the sequence of dereference and offset operations and the contents of intermediate pointers are required.

An access path is a string recording the sequence of intermediate dereference and offset operations to meet the first requirement of memory disambiguation. Described in regular expressions, the grammar of an access path is $v(fd|d)^*(f|e)$. The initial token, $v$, is simply a variable name. Symbol $f$ is of the form ".so_eo" which denotes the starting and end byte-level offsets of a field in a structure/union, and symbol $d$ denotes the dereference operation and is symbolically shown as "*" elsewhere in this dissertation when there is no confusion with the closure symbol in regular expressions. Unless the contents of intermediate pointers in an access path are known, an access path is simply an encoded postfix string and is not bound with any particular locations, but simply represents how the denoted location is accessed.
Definition 1 (Construction of access paths) \(AP\) denotes the function that recursively determines the postfix access path for a C expression that retrieves or deposits data from/to the memory:

\[
AP(v) = v \quad (3.1)
\]

\[
AP(*\text{exp}) = \begin{cases} 
AP(\text{exp}) & \text{if } \text{exp} \text{ is a function name} \\
AP(\text{exp})* & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases} \quad (3.2)
\]

\[
AP(\text{exp}[\text{index}]) = \begin{cases} 
AP(\text{exp}) & \text{if } \text{exp} \text{ is of an array type but} \\
& \text{not a formal parameter} \\
AP(\text{exp})* & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases} \quad (3.3)
\]

\[
AP(\text{exp op exp1}) = AP(\text{exp}) \quad (3.4)
\]

\[
AP(\text{exp} \rightarrow \text{field}) = AP(\text{exp})*.\text{so.eo} \quad (3.5)
\]

\[
AP(\text{exp}\.\text{field}) = AP(\text{exp})*.\text{so.eo} \quad (3.6)
\]

\[
NM(\alpha.\text{so1.eo1}.\text{so2.eo2}) = \alpha.\text{so3.eo3} \quad (3.7)
\]

where \(\text{so3} = \text{so1} + \text{so2} \text{ and } \text{eo3} = \text{so1} + \text{eo2} \)

Instead of generating all possible access paths from any variables, access paths are generated lazily from observed C expressions in each function. Definition 1 shows the rules that recursively determine the access path of a C expression. Rule (3.1) is the terminal case which initiates the access path with the corresponding variable name. Rule (3.2) handles the dereference operation by appending a ”*” symbol after the access path corresponding to the being dereferenced pointer expression unless the prefix string is a function name.
The C language grammar allows function names to be dereferenced, but at run-time the
dereference does not occur, which is reflected in Rule(3.2). Similarly, Rule (3.3) handles
the duality between array and pointer accesses. If the array expression truly has an array
type and is not a formal parameter, no dereference is necessary since the expression ac-
cesses a constant location; otherwise a "*" symbol is appended. As shown by Rule (3.4),
explicit pointer arithmetics are ignored by the \( AP \) function, resulting in a coarse but
safe access path for linearly accessed locations. However, offsets added to pointers by the
field operators, "." and "->", are faithfully represented in access paths since they are
always constants thus can be accurately determined.

Traditionally, fields in access paths are represented by their symbolic names [22, 34, 25]. Although symbolic names serve the purpose to differentiate individual fields in
a structure, they do not provide adequate information regarding the aliases caused by
unions and type casts [20, 33]. For example, given a nested structure field access \( s1.s2.f1 \)
where \( f1 \) is the first field in structure \( s2 \), type casts alone without any pointer assign-
ments can create an alternative expression, \(((\text{struct } * S2) (\&s1))->f1\), to access the
same \( f1 \) field. This is because the programmer can take advantage of the knowledge that
the address of a structure is the same as the address of the first field of the structure.
When symbolic names for fields are used, two different access paths result: \( s1.s2.f1 \) and
\( s1.f1 \), respectively. They can be explicitly marked as aliases with extra annotations, but
offsets for structure fields provide a better solution. In Rules (3.5) and (3.6), the starting
offset (so) and end offset (eo) of a field relative to the in-most enclosing structure are
calculated and used to represent the field. Assuming the size of \( s2 \) is 100 bytes and \( f1 \)
occupies 4 bytes in \textit{s2}, the encoded access path of \textit{s1.s2.f1} is \textit{s1.0.99.0.3}, while the encoded access path of ((\texttt{struct * s2}) (\&\textit{s1}))->\textit{f1} is \textit{s1.0.3}. Then Rule (3.7) is defined so that back-to-back field offsets are coalesced into a single field by translating the relative offsets from the in-most enclosing structure to the out-most one. The normalization simply proceeds by adding the starting offset of the enclosing structure to the starting and end offsets of the enclosed field. For example, the normalized access path of \textit{s1.0.99.0.3} is \textit{s1.0.3}, since 0+0 = 0 and 0+3 = 3. As a result, two aliased expressions have a common access path based on normalized field offsets. Without explicit pointer assignments, access paths using byte offsets can resolve aliases caused by type casts and pointer arithmetics. The next section discusses how to resolve aliases in the presence of arbitrary pointer assignments.

3.2 Right-Most Access Paths and Pointer Assignments

The points-to relation proposed by Emami et al. [19] is also adopted in this dissertation to represent the data-flow facts of pointer assignments. The original points-to relation is a three-tuple of the form \((p, t, P|D)\) where \(p\) and \(t\) are two storage names representing physical pointer and target memory locations, respectively. The third operand, \(P|D\), specifies whether the pointer \textit{possibly} or \textit{definitely} points to the target. In the points-to notation defined for this dissertation, both \(p\) and \(t\) are represented in access paths, and the \(P|D\) attribute is not used since only possible points-to relations are generated.
Given a pointer assignment $lhs = rhs$ where both $lhs$ and $rhs$ are pointer-type C expressions and $rhs$ is not NULL, the first step of determining the corresponding points-to relations is to construct the corresponding access paths for $lhs$ and $*rhs$, noticing the dereference operator added to the $rhs$ expression. Due to the effects of earlier pointer assignments, $lhs$ and $*rhs$ may have aliases. For example, given a pointer $p$ and a prior pointer assignment $q = &p$, both access paths, $p$, $q*$, are aliases. Similarly, given a pointer $r$ and a prior pointer assignment $r = &i$, $r*$ and $i$ are also aliases. As a result, any of the following four statements can cause $p$ to point to $i$: $p = &i$, $p = r$, $*q = &i$, or $*q = r$.

**Definition 2 (Right-most access path)** Given a direct access to a variable, its right-most access path is simply the variable’s name. If a memory location is accessed indirectly, its right-most access path is contrived based on the access paths of the pointers that appear as the very first RHS operand in a sequence of pointer assignments that propagate the address of the indirectly accessed memory location. ♦

One way to correctly represent the effects of the above set of pointer assignments is to create four points-to relations using the cross products of all aliases of the LHS pointer and all aliases of the RHS target as $(p, i)$, $(p, r*)$, $(q*, i)$, and $(q*, r*)$. However, the complete enumeration is unnecessary since there are ways to transform an access path into a normalized form based on the observations that aliases are caused by pointer assignments, and pointers must be initialized before they can be used. So for every pointer dereference, there must be one or a small number of right-most access paths, as explained
in Definition 2, which denote the accessed memory location whose addresses are assigned to the dereferenced pointer through an arbitrary number of pointer assignments. As long as all encoded access paths from C expressions can be normalized to the right-most access paths, fewer access paths are ended up and therefore fewer points-to relations need to be maintained. Definition 3 shows how to use the encoded access path from a C expression and existing points-to relations to find the entire set of right-most access paths, where Definition 4 shows how to add points-to relations based on right-most access paths for a pointer assignment. Notice that the evaluated result is a set of access paths instead of a singular path due to that a pointer may have more than one definition. This is either caused by conditional definitions made to a pointer or the flow-insensitive nature of the pointer analysis algorithm.

**Definition 3 (Finding the right-most forms of an access path)** Under a set of points-to relations $S_{PTR}$, the evaluation function, $EVAL$, recursively parses an access path and returns the entire set of right-most access paths as defined below:

\[
EVAL(v | (\&v)^*, S_{PTR}) = \{v\} \quad (3.8)
\]
\[
EVAL(\alpha^*, S_{PTR}) = \{\beta \mid \exists \theta \in EVAL(\alpha, S_{PTR}), (\theta, \beta) \in S_{PTR}\} \quad (3.9)
\]
\[
EVAL(\alpha f, S_{PTR}) = \{\gamma \mid \exists \theta \in EVAL(\alpha, S_{PTR}), \gamma = NM(\theta f)\} \quad (3.10)
\]
\[
EVAL(\alpha^*, S_{PTR}) = \{\theta^* \mid \exists \theta \in EVAL(\alpha, S_{PTR}), (\theta, \beta) \notin S_{PTR}\} \quad (3.11)
\]
\[
EVAL(\alpha^*, S_{PTR}) = \{\delta \mid \exists \theta \in EVAL(\alpha, S_{PTR}), \delta_{n \leq k} = \theta\} \quad (3.12)
\]
Definition 4 (Path-based points-to relations) Given a pointer assignment
lhs = rhs in function fn where both lhs and rhs are pointer-type C expressions and rhs is not
NULL, let \( S_{PTR} \) be the set of points-to relations already added for fn. For every \( \pi \in \text{EVAL}(AP(lhs), S_{PTR}) \) and \( \tau \in \text{EVAL}(AP(*rhs), S_{PTR}) \), points-to relation \((\pi, \tau)\) is
added to \( S_{PTR} \).

\( \text{EVAL} \) is a closure function which takes an access path and a set of points-to relations
and then returns the set of right-most aliases of the input path. Rule (3.8) handles the
trivial case where no dereference is encountered, or the dereference is simply canceled
by address operator (&). Since the trivial case accesses a definitive memory location,
the right-most access path is simply the variable itself. For an access path containing
a sequence of dereference and offset operations, the path is processed by parsing the
composing operations, or tokens, from left to right, reflecting the actual sequence of
memory dereferences that would occur at run-time. Rule (3.9) addresses the case where
the next token is a dereference operation and the pointer access path has outgoing points-
to relations, meaning that the pointer is initialized. Since the tokens are parsed from left
to right, the evaluation result of \( \alpha \) is already available before \( \alpha * \) is evaluated. Then for
each access path \( \theta \) found in \( \text{EVAL}(\alpha, S_{ptr}) \), the targets of \( \theta \)'s points-to relations are the
right-most aliases of \( \alpha * \). Rule (3.10) handles the offset token by concatenating the offset
to each path found in the evaluation result of the prefix path. Back-to-back fields also
need to be normalized. This whole process can be considered as following the fan-out
tree of a set of points-to relations where the root is the initial variable in the access path.
\[
\begin{array}{lll}
\text{S st1, st2, st3; } & \text{LHS} & \text{RHS} & \text{points-to relation} \\
\text{S *sp1, *sp2, *sp3, *sp4;} & & & \\
\hline
\text{S1: sp1 = &st1;} & \text{sp1} & \text{st1} \Rightarrow (\text{sp1}, \text{st1}) \\
\text{S2: sp2 = &st2;} & \text{sp2} & \text{st2} \Rightarrow (\text{sp2}, \text{st2}) \\
\text{S3: sp1->next = sp2;} & \text{sp1*.4_7 sp2*} & \Rightarrow (\text{st1.4_7}, \text{st2}) \\
\text{S4: sp3 = &st3;} & \text{sp3} & \text{st3} \Rightarrow (\text{sp3}, \text{st3}) \\
\text{S5: sp4 = &st3;} & \text{sp4} & \text{st3} \Rightarrow (\text{sp4}, \text{st3}) \\
\text{S6: sp3->next = sp4;} & \text{sp3*.4_7 sp4*} & \Rightarrow (\text{st3.4_7}, \text{st3}) \\
\end{array}
\]

**Figure 3.1** Constructing points-to relations from pointer assignments: (a) code, (b) corresponding points-to relations for each assignment.

Rules (3.11) and (3.12) will be ignored for now and the example in Figure 3.1 will be considered first. The code in Figure 3.1a is derived from the inlined version of function `main` in Figure 2.3a. The left part of Figure 3.1b lists the encoded access paths for `lhs` and `rhs` before `EVAL` is invoked. The right part of Figure 3.1b lists the added points-to relations for each statement based on the right-most access paths. For statements S1 and S2, the encoded access paths from C expressions have no dereference operators so only Rule (3.8) is applied when evaluating the access paths. For statement S3, the right-most access path of the LHS expression is `st1.next`, or `st1.4_7` in byte offsets, which can be discovered in three steps:

\[
\begin{align*}
1 & : \text{EVAL}(sp1, \{(sp1, st1), (sp2, st2)\}) = \{sp1\} \\
2 & : \text{EVAL}(sp1*, \{(sp1, st1), (sp2, st2)\}) = \{st1\} \\
3 & : \text{EVAL}(sp1*.4_7, \{(sp1, st1), (sp2, st2)\}) = \{st1.4_7\}
\end{align*}
\]
Similarly, the right-most access path of the memory location pointed to by the RHS expression is \( st2 \), which can be discovered in two steps:

\[
1: \text{EVAL}(sp2, \{(sp1, st1), (sp2, st2)\}) = \{sp2\} \\
2: \text{EVAL}(sp2*, \{(sp1, st1), (sp2, st2)\}) = \{st2\}
\]

As a result, the points-to relation added for statement S3 is \((st1.4_7, st2)\). The points-to relations added for statements S4, S5, and S6 can be derived in the same manner.

Rules (3.8) through (3.10) in Definition 3 guarantee that all initialized pointers must point to at least one right-most access path after being evaluated. Rules (3.11) generates temporary right-most access paths for indirectly accessed locations from uninitialized pointers. This situation can arise when parameters and global variables are assumed as uninitialized in the intraprocedural stage of the modular interprocedural analysis algorithm and the function body contains expressions which dereference from these pointers. The straightforward way, as denoted by Rule (3.11), is to append a "*" symbol after the right-most access paths of the dereferenced pointer. For indirect accesses using pointers of non-recursive types, there are a finite number of locations that can be reached from the pointer, so the total number of access paths that can be generated from the pointer is finite. However, when uninitialized pointers to recursive data structures are involved, infinite access paths may be produced by Rule (3.11).
\begin{itemize}
\item[(a)] \hspace{1cm} (sp1, sp1*)
\item[(b)] \hspace{1cm} (sp1*, 4_7, sp1*.4_7*)
\item[(c)] \hspace{1cm} (sp1, sp1*)
\end{itemize}

\textbf{Figure 3.2} Handling access paths involving recursive data types: (a) results of the first iteration, (b) results of the second iteration, (c) results controlled by $k=1$.

Consider the common pointer-chasing statement \texttt{sp1 = sp1->next} in a linked-list traversal loop where \texttt{sp1} is a formal parameter. It will be shown later that pointer assignments need to be analyzed iteratively otherwise the resolved points-to relations are not complete. When the statement is analyzed for the first time, the resultant points-to relations are shown in Figure 3.2a. Path \texttt{sp1*} is created when evaluating the prefix path \texttt{sp1*} in the RHS path \texttt{sp1*.4_7*} according to Rule (3.11). The field operator \texttt{.4_7} is then appended to \texttt{sp1*}, then \texttt{sp1*.4_7*} is produced since \texttt{sp1*.4_7} is also an uninitialized pointer.

In the second iteration, \texttt{sp1} will be found to point to \texttt{sp1*} and \texttt{sp1*.4_7*}. Therefore when evaluating the RHS access path \texttt{sp1*.4_7*}, the evaluation result of the prefix path \texttt{sp1*} is \{\texttt{sp1*}, \texttt{sp1*.4_7*}\}. So when \texttt{sp1*.4_7} is evaluated, path \texttt{sp1*.4_7*.4_7} is added, then when \texttt{sp1*.4_7*} is evaluated, path \texttt{sp1*.4_7*.4_7*} is added. When iteration 2 finishes, as shown in Figure 3.2b, a new points-to relation \texttt{(sp1, sp1*.4_7*.4_7*)} will be found in the points-to relation set. Inductively, the analysis will iterate forever and after the $nth$ iteration, \texttt{(sp1, sp1*.(4_7*)^n)} is produced.
To address this problem, a *recursion-sensitive* parameter $k$ is introduced which differentiates the first $k$ objects in a linked list accessed from an uninitialized pointer. As defined in Rule (3.12), if no more than $k$ prefix paths of path $\theta$ which corresponds to an uninitialized pointer has the same recursive data type as the intended target access path, a "*" symbol is appended after the pointer path like the case of Rule (3.11). Otherwise, the longest prefix path with the same recursive data type is reused as the right-most access path of the pointer’s target. The implication is that after the $k$th instance of recursive objects in a linked list, a cycle is always assumed to exist and all later instances of recursive objects are collectively represented by the $k$th object. This is similar to the $k$-limiting approach used in [22], but only the lengths of access paths involving recursive data types are controlled. Figure 3.2c shows the limited representation of recursive access paths where $k$ is set to 1. When evaluating $\texttt{sp1*}.4_7*$, the types of $\texttt{sp1*}$ and $\texttt{sp1*}.4_7*$ are both $S$. Since $\texttt{sp1*}$ is a prefix path of $\texttt{sp1*}.4_7*$, points-to relation $(\texttt{sp1*}.4_7, \texttt{sp1*})$ instead of $(\texttt{sp1*}.4_7, \texttt{sp1*}.4_7*)$ is generated. Because C is not a strong-typed language, each expression may have more than one type due to type casts, implying each access path may have more than one type as well. However, the total number of types is still bound in a program, and a prefix can subsume a suffix path as long as they have partial overlaps in associated types. Section 3.4 will discuss the upper bound of the number of access paths that can be generated from an uninitialized pointer.
3.3 Algorithm of Intraprocedural Pointer Analysis

Based on the previously illustrated definitions of access paths and path-based points-to relations, there are two major tasks performed in the intraprocedural stage: code transformation and pointer analysis. Their rationale and pseudo codes are given below with a detailed example.

3.3.1 Code transformation

When a function is analyzed as an isolated compilation unit, its formal parameters are assumed to have unknown values, so indirect accesses from these pointers will be represented by access paths initiating from formal parameters. To determine the actual location denoted by the path in a caller function, it can be determined by replacing the formal parameter with the corresponding actual parameter and following the points-to relations found in the caller as briefly discussed in Figure 2.3c. However, what is not shown in the simple example is the mapping between formal and actual parameter pairs, since formal parameters can be named arbitrarily by the programmer, and actual parameters can be arbitrarily complex C expressions. Instead of grouping each formal-actual parameter pair explicitly, they can be easily identified through systematically designed interface variables.

There are four categories of interface variables: formal interface variables, actual interface variables, outgoing return variables, and incoming return variables. The templates of these interface variables are explained below.
• $f_{\text{_}i_{\text{_}}\text{foo}}$: the $i$th formal parameter of function $\text{foo}$.

• $a_{\text{_}i_{\text{_}}\text{bar}\text{_{foo}_n}}$: the $i$th actual parameter passed to function $\text{foo}$ from function $\text{bar}$ at the the $n$th call-site.

• $o_{\text{foo}}$: the outgoing return value of function $\text{foo}$.

• $i_{\text{_}bar\text{_{foo}_n}}$: the incoming return value from callee $\text{bar}$ in function $\text{foo}$ of the $n$th call-site.

The initial field of each interface variable is designed to distinguish its category. The other fields in interface variables have their special meanings to guarantee the uniqueness of an interface variable in the same function or across function boundaries:

• $i$: distinguishes individual parameters in a parameter list.

• $\text{foo}$: distinguishes parameters in different functions.

• $\text{bar}$: distinguishes actual parameters passed to different callees.

• $n$: distinguishes multiple call-sites to the same callee in the same function.

Figure 3.3 lists the pseudo code of the placement of interface variables. The idea is that all right-most access paths that would stem from the original formal parameters and incoming function return values are now represented by paths that stem from interface variable. This can be guaranteed by Definition 3 and the algorithm listed in Figure 3.3 since formal interface variables and incoming return variables appear as the right-most RHS expressions in each function. In addition, all paths that are accessible from complex
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Add\_Interface\_Variable(foo)
{
1: \hspace{1em} n = 0;
2: \hspace{1em} FOR (each formal parameter fp) {
3: \hspace{2em} \hspace{1em} Let i be the rank of formal parameter fp;
4: \hspace{2em} \hspace{1em} Add statement \text{"}fp = f_{\text{\_}foo}\text{"} to foo;
5: \hspace{1em} }
6: \hspace{1em} FOR (each call-site bar()) {
7: \hspace{2em} \hspace{1em} n = n+1;
8: \hspace{2em} \hspace{1em} FOR (each actual parameter ap) {
9: \hspace{3em} \hspace{1em} \hspace{1em} Let i be the rank of actual parameter ap;
10: \hspace{3em} \hspace{1em} \hspace{1em} bar\_path = AP(bar);
11: \hspace{3em} \hspace{1em} \hspace{1em} Add statement \text{"}a_{\text{\_}i\_bar\_path\_foo\_j} = ap\text{"} to foo;
12: \hspace{2em} }
13: \hspace{1em} IF (statement \text{"}rec = bar()\text{"} \in foo) {
14: \hspace{2em} \hspace{1em} Add \text{"}rec = i\_bar\_path\_foo\_j\text{"} to foo;
15: \hspace{2em} }
16: }
17: \hspace{1em} FOR (each return statement) {
18: \hspace{2em} \hspace{1em} Assume the return expression is ret;
19: \hspace{2em} \hspace{1em} Add \text{"}o\_foo = ret\text{"} to foo;
20: }
}

**Figure 3.3** Algorithm of inserting interface variables.

actual parameters and outgoing return values can be easily grasped from their interface counterparts due to their associated points-to relations created by the interface assignments. Line 0 initializes the call-site counter which is incremented by 1 for every call-site at line 7. Lines 2 through 5 insert interface formal variables and assign them to original formal parameters, while lines 13 to 15 handle callee return values according to similar rules. The field $bar\_path$ means the access path of the function call expression, which is either simply a function name for a direct call, or the directly encoded access path of
the indirect call expression. Lines 8 to 12 insert interface actual parameters which are
assigned by original actual parameters, where line 17 to 20 insert interface outgoing re-
turn values. From these interface variables, the targets of actual parameters and return
values can be easily identified.

3.3.2 Pointer analysis

Pointer assignments in each function are analyzed by their lexical order to calculate
the points-to relations. The analysis is conducted iteratively until no new points-to
relations are created. Although the analysis is flow-insensitive, meaning that a later
assignment will not kill an earlier definition anyway, analyzing the function following the
lexical order can reduce the total number of iterations since right-most access paths will
emerge earlier.

Figure 3.4 shows the intraprocedural pointer analysis algorithm after interface vari-
ables have been inserted. For assignments involving a whole structure, points-to analysis
is performed for each individual pointer field, as shown in lines 7 to 12. When the algo-
rithm terminates, all pointer assignments made to indirectly accessed memory locations
through formal parameters will result in points-to relations involving access paths with
formal interface variables, and memory locations that can be accessed by callee functions
can be found by following the points-to relations from actual interface variables. Details
about how to process the intraprocedural pointer analysis results, together with addi-
tional information derived in the intraprocedural stage, will be discussed in Chapter 3.
Intraprocedural Pointer Analysis($fn$)
{
1: \( S_{PTR}(fn) = \emptyset; \)
2: \textbf{DO} \{
3: \textbf{FOR} (each pointer assignment ”lhs = rhs” \in fn) \{
4: \text{Let } APL = \text{EVAL(AP(lhs))}, APR = \text{EVAL(AP(*rhs))};
5: S_{PTR} = S_{PTR} \cup \{(\alpha, \beta) \mid \alpha \in APL \text{ and } \beta \in APR\};
6: \}
7: \textbf{FOR} (each structure/union assignment ”lhs = rhs” \in fn) \{
8: \textbf{FOR} (each pointer field \( f \) in the structure/union) \{
9: \text{Let } APL = \text{EVAL(AP(lhs.f))}, APR = \text{EVAL(AP(*rhs.f))};
10: S_{PTR} = S_{PTR} \cup \{(\alpha, \beta) \mid \alpha \in APL \text{ and } \beta \in APR\};
11: \}
12: \}
13: \} \textbf{WHILE} (new access paths or points-to relations are added)
}\}

\textbf{Figure 3.4} Algorithm of the intraprocedural pointer analysis stage.

\subsection{Example}

The example in Figure 2.3 is used here to explain the insertion of interface variables and the results of intraprocedural pointer analysis. Shown in Figure 3.5, statements with labels \texttt{in} are extra \textit{interface statements} to enable interface variables to participate in the generation of right-most access paths and points-to relations. Statements \texttt{i4} and \texttt{i5} are worth mentioning here since the actual parameters are passed to an indirect callee. Before the indirect call-site is resolved, the callee name is simply the encoded access path of the call expression, which is \texttt{fn2*} in this case. With these interface variables in place, Figure 3.6 shows the corresponding intraprocedural pointer analysis results of the code example. The corresponding source statement labels are put along with each
main()
{
    void (*fn2)(S*, S*);
    S st1, st2, st3;

    i1: a_1_fn1_main_1 = &fn2;
    i2: a_2_fn1_main_1 = fn3;
    i3: a_3_fn1_main_1 = fn4;

    i4: a_1_fn2*_main_2 = &st1;
    i5: a_2_fn2*_main_2 = &st2;

    S1: fn1(&fn2, fn3, fn4);
    S2: (*fn2)(&st1, &st2);

    i6: a_1_fn2*_main_3 = &st3;
    i7: a_2_fn2*_main_3 = &st3;

    S3: (*fn2)(&st3, &st3);

    i8: fa = f_1_fn1;
    i9: fb = f_2_fn1;
    i10: fc = f_3_fn1;

    S4: temp = fa;
    S5: *temp = fb;

    i11: r = f_1_fn3;
    i12: s = f_2_fn3;

    S6: r->next = s;

    S7: s->next = r;
}

fn1(**fa)(S*, S*),
(*temp)(S*, S*)

Figure 3.5 Code example with interface variables.

points-to relation for reference. For example, the side-effect of statement S6 of function fn3 is represented by points-to relation (f_1_fn3*.4_7, f_2_fn3*), which can be clearly interpreted as the second word field of the indirectly accessed structure object from the first parameter will point to whatever location pointed to by the second parameter.
## main ##
i1: (a_1_fn1_main_1, fn2)
i2: (a_2_fn1_main_1, fn3)
i3: (a_3_fn1_main_1, fn4)
i4: (a_1_fn2_main_2, st1)
i5: (a_2_fn2_main_2, st2)
i6: (a_1_fn2_main_3, st3)
i7: (a_2_fn2_main_3, st3)

## fn1 ##
i8: (fa, f_1_fn1*)
i9: (fb, f_2_fn1*)
i10: (fc, f_3_fn1*)
S4: (temp, f_1_fn1*)
S5: (f_1_fn1*, f_2_fn1*)

## fn3 ##
i11: (r, f_1_fn3*)
i12: (s, f_2_fn3*)
S6: (f_1_fn3*.4_7, f_2_fn3*)

## fn4 ##
i13: (r, f_1_fn4*)
i14: (s, f_2_fn4*)
S7: (f_2_fn4*.4_7, f_1_fn4*)

**Figure 3.6** Results of intraprocedural pointer analysis.

### 3.4 Complexity Analysis

In this section the complexity of the intraprocedural pointer analysis is discussed. The complexity is measured based on a set of parameters. $V_I$ is the sum of variables and call-sites in a single function, including interface variables. $T$ is the number of data types declared in the program, where $k$ is the recursive-sensitive parameter which controls the number of unique instances distinguished for linked lists. Although $C$ is not well-typed, $T$ is still a finite number. $f$ is the total number of fields with distinct starting and end offsets in all structures/unions. $S$ is the number of pointer assignments in a function including interface assignments, and $M$ is the number expressions that result in memory accesses in a function.
First it is demonstrated that the number of access paths stemmed from a variable is bound by $O(f^{kT})$. Since a prefix access path can be casted into a structure type, any prefix path can be widened by field tokens, but the length of each access path is controlled by the number of types in the program and number of unique instances of linked lists. Therefore the space complexity to store access paths in the intraprocedural phase for a single function is $O(V_f f^{kT})$. The space complexity to store points-to relations in the intraprocedural phase for a single function is therefore $O(V_f^2 f^{2kT})$. The algorithm in Figure 3.4 will terminate because the number of access paths, points-to relations, and types are finite.

As for the time complexity, generating an access path for a C expression takes $O(l)$ steps, as $l$ is a small and fixed number of dereference and field accesses associated with each expression. Evaluating an access path to find its right-most forms using Definition 1 takes $O(V_f^l f^{lkT})$ steps. Since the intraprocedural algorithm evaluates every memory access and pointer assignment, the time complexity for each iteration is $O((M + S)V_f^l f^{lkT})$. And since the algorithm is flow-insensitive, the time for analyzing each function can be bound by $O(S(M + S)V_f^l f^{lkT})$. 
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CHAPTER 4

INTERPROCEDURAL POINTER ANALYSIS

When the iterative intraprocedural pointer analysis finishes, pointers that are defined by local assignments can be resolved. However, some information is still missing, including the concrete values passed to formal parameters and global variables, and the contents of pointers that are modified by pointer assignments in invoked functions. These missing parts will be analyzed in the interprocedural stage.

The tasks performed in the interprocedural phase are carefully staged to reduce the memory and analysis time requirements. First, a summary behavior for each function is extracted. A summary behavior is a subset of function-level activities that can interact with activities in other functions. For example, memory accesses to local variables whose addresses are never taken need not to be analyzed in the interprocedural stage since the scope of their lifetime is strictly limited within the function. The summary behavior extraction is actually conducted at the end of the intraprocedural stage, but it is more appropriate to be discussed in the context of interprocedural pointer analysis. Then, the core of the interprocedural pointer analysis is entered, including three iterative phases followed by two acyclic phases. Operations conducted in the iterative phases involve the construction of the call graph, and the propagation of summary transfer functions and concrete function-type parameter values along the call graph. Then operations conducted
in the acyclic phases are much simpler since the major job is to determine the aliases among parameters. Details about the summary behavior extraction will be presented first, followed by the explanation of individual phases in the interprocedural pointer analysis stage.

4.1 Summary Behavior Extraction

A function in a C program often starts with a list of parameters, followed by a set of local variable declarations, and a set of statements that perform computations. Among these many computation activities, only the following types of information need to be maintained in the interprocedural stage:

1. **Caller-allocated locations.** Memory locations that are allocated by the caller can be accessed by the callee if their addresses are passed through formal parameters or global variables. Identifying these locations is critical to guarantee the correctness of load/store optimizations performed for the callee function body. If a certain combination of concrete values passed from one calling context causes two accesses to be aliases, unless function cloning is performed, the alias relation should be respected by the optimizer for all calling contexts. Whether a C expression will access the memory or not can be determined by the rules listed in Table 4.1. Among many C expressions, only five forms of non-array type expressions can access the memory: direct accesses through variable names, field accesses through structure/union names/addresses, indirect accesses through pointers, and indirect
accesses through base addresses and indexes. However, a memory expression’s
parent expression may decide whether to bypass the memory access or not since
sometimes the memory content is of no interests to the computation. For example,
expression \( i \) access the content of variable \( i \), but expression \&i\ does not access the
memory since all it needs is the address of \( i \), which is irrelevant with \( i \)’s content.
Similarly, expression (\texttt{sizeof } i) does not access the memory either since the result
of the expression is determined by its type. In fact, sometimes it is the grand parent
expression to determine the existence of memory accesses. For example, expression
((\texttt{int} ) i) accesses the content of \( i \), but \&((\texttt{int} ) i) does not, even though type
cast (\texttt{int} ) is the immediate parent expression in both cases. It is because some
C operators only have syntax significance instead semantic significance, and only
semantic-significant parent operators determine whether the memory needs to be
accessed or not. In C, type casts and parentheses only have syntax significance,
so they are not considered as significant parents in determining memory accesses.
As shown in the top row of Table 4.1, parent operators like \&, ., and \texttt{sizeof } do
not care about the content of the child expression, so the implied memory access is
not performed. On the other hand, semantic-significant parent operators like ->, *
[ ], and other unary/binary operators need the content of the child expression
for computation or memory dereference, so the implied memory access in the child
expression is performed \(^1\).

\(^1\) The \( \emptyset \) operator means that the child expression is the top-level expression.


Table 4.1  Rules of identifying expressions causing memory accesses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Non-Array Type</th>
<th>Semantic-Significant Parent Operators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>var</td>
<td>&amp;,, sizeof, 0,-&gt;,*,[ ], other unary/binary operators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-&gt;</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Before register allocation, each identified memory access will have a corresponding load or store instruction in the low-level code, and whether such a memory instruction accesses locations that are also accessible by the caller or not can be easily determined by checking the right-most access paths found by the EVAL function for the directly encoded access path: if path elements starting from formal interface parameters or global variables are found in the evaluation result, they are caller-allocated locations. Each such access path then will be annotated with the MOD/REF attributes inherited from the C expression. These attributes will be analyzed by the optimizer when memory instructions are scheduled across jump-subroutine-call (jsr) instructions. More optimizations details will be given in Chapter 5.

2. **Summary transfer function.** Since expressions in the callee function may access caller-allocated locations through pointer-type parameters or global variables, the caller function needs to be aware of any new modifications made to these locations
by assignments in the immediate or descendant callees. A summary transfer function collectively represents the side-effects of these assignments, and in the context of interprocedural pointer analysis, a summary transfer function is represented by a set of points-to relations.

Assignments to caller-allocated pointers by local assignments in the callee will be explicitly represented by points-to relations whose pointer and target paths both originate from formal interface parameters or global variables. It is because the EVAL function is defined to find the source variable of a chain of pointer definitions and truthfully append a sequence of dereference and offset tokens after the source variable. In addition, the invoked function may allocate heap objects for the caller to use. Since these heap-objects may be of pointer types and may be initialized by statements in the callee, they should also be considered as parts of the summary transfer function of the callee. For these objects to be used by the caller, their addresses must be assigned to formal parameters or global variables. However, since formal parameters and global variables are assigned with heap-objects’ addresses, these pointers are not uninitialized any more, meaning accesses to these heap objects will not be normalized to right-most access paths stemming from interface formal parameters and global variables. Later in this chapter the procedures of how to identify callee-allocated heap objects and how to name those will be explained. Once these heap objects are identified, their associated points-to relations are also included in the summary transfer functions.
3. **List of invoked functions.** Points-to relations extracted by the above two aspects only represent the side-effects of local statements but not the side-effects of further invoked function calls. These single-level summary transfer functions will be propagated along the call graph in later phases of the interprocedural pointer analysis stage so that the targets of pointers initialized across multiple-level function calls will be contained in the immediate callee functions' summary transfer function. To facilitate the call-graph construction algorithm which will be described later, each function's summary behavior includes a list of callee function names. In the presence of indirect calls, the directly encoded access path of the indirect call-site is temporarily considered as the callee name. If the *EVAL* result of an indirect call-site path contains right-most access paths starting from formal interface parameters or global variables, they are also kept in the summary behavior since they contain information about how to resolve this function pointer across function boundaries.

4. **Assignments involving uninitialized pointers.** When the *EVAL* function is invoked, intermediate pointers in the input access path are processed to identify their targets. When an uninitialized pointer is reached, all remaining dereference and offset tokens in the input path will be transferred and appended after the access path denoting the uninitialized pointer. Therefore the temporary right-most access paths from uninitialized pointers still contain enough information indicating how many more levels of dereferences and offset adjustments to apply once the pointer is resolved. In the interprocedural pointer analysis stage, uninitialized pointers
may be resolved through pointers passed down from callers or after applying the transfer functions of the callees. So the problems involved here are two folds: how to determine pointers that could be defined interprocedurally and how to re-run the \textit{EVAL} function to generate the up-to-date right-most access paths, and therefore to generate the up-to-date points-to relations.

To address the first problem, an access path involves pointers that could potentially receive new definitions in the interprocedural stage if the access path initiates from a formal interface parameter or a global variable, or the path is accessible through a depth-first-search (DFS) from an actual interface parameter or a global variable. To address the second problem, any existing access path involving a prefix path which qualifies as a pointer that could be potentially defined interprocedurally is processed by the \textit{EVAL} function again and the evaluation result will include all new right-most access paths. These new right-most access paths will inherit the same MOD/REF and type information from the input access path. Then if a points-to relation’s pointer path or target path involves a prefix path which qualifies as a pointer that could be potentially defined interprocedurally by the aforementioned rule, both the pointer and target paths in the original points-to relation are evaluated. The cross-product points-to relations added between the evaluation results of the pointer path and the target path will accommodate all new points-to relations.

As an example, Figure 4.1 shows the summary behavior of functions listed in Figure 3.5. The MOD/REF sections exclude direct accesses to interface variables since they
## main ##

**REF:**
- `fn2`
- `fn3`
- `fn4`
- `fn2*`

**POINTS_TO:**
- `(a_1_fn1_main_1, fn2)`
- `(a_2_fn1_main_1, fn3)`
- `(a_3_fn1_main_1, fn4)`
- `(a_1_fn2_*main_2, st1)`
- `(a_2_fn2_*main_2, st2)`
- `(a_1_fn2_*main_3, st3)`
- `(a_2_fn2_*main_3, st3)`

**CALL_LIST:**
- `fn1, id = 1`
- `fn2*, id = 2`
- `fn2*, id = 3`

## fn1 ##

**MOD:**
- `f_1_fn1*`

**POINTS_TO:**
- `(f_1_fn1*, f_2_fn1*)`

## fn3 ##

**MOD:**
- `f_1_fn3*.4_7`

**POINTS_TO:**
- `(f_1_fn3*.4_7, f_2_fn3*)`

## fn4 ##

**MOD:**
- `f_2_fn4*.4_7`

**POINTS_TO:**
- `(f_2_fn4*.4_7, f_1_fn4*)`

**Figure 4.1** Example of function summary behavior.

are inserted only for analysis purpose and real code will not be generated for them. Similarly, direct accesses to local variables whose addresses are never passed to other functions need not be included in the summary behavior either. Some points-to relations shown in Figure 3.6 are not included in the summary behavior if the pointer path represents a local variable or a formal parameter which cannot be accessed interprocedurally. For example, points-to relation `(temp, f_1_fn1*)` of function `fn1` is not included in its summary behavior since `temp`'s address is not taken. However, points-to relation `(f_1_fn1*, f_2_fn1*)` is included since both the pointer and target paths represent caller-allocated locations. It is only the summary behavior instead of the whole function body to be
maintained in the interprocedural stage. This greatly improves the memory requirement of the algorithm, and it will be shown later how context-sensitivity for transfer functions are maintained.

4.2 Algorithm of Interprocedural Pointer Analysis

The interprocedural stage of the proposed pointer analysis algorithm has three iterative phases followed by two acyclic phases as shown in Figure 2.2b. The fundamental tasks performed in these phases are similar to RCI [12], so the same major phase numbers are used. On the other hand, significant differences in operation details also exist, so minor annotations are added to the major phase numbers.

4.2.1 Phase 0: call graph construction

Starting from the callee list in the summary behavior of function main, the call graph can be iteratively constructed performing a DFS. If the program has no indirect function calls, the complete call graph can be constructed in the first invocation of phase 0 analysis. Otherwise, as opposed to approaches which over-estimate the call graph based on function signatures, functions invoked through indirect call-sites are temporarily excluded from the call graph. Through studies over larger programs like the SPEC benchmarks, many indirectly invoked functions share the same function signatures but are called from different call-sites, therefore the estimated call graph will be too large which both affects the accuracy and lengthens the analysis time of the interprocedural stage.
In the proposed mechanism, each unresolved indirect call-site is represented by the encoded access path of the indirect call expression. Through the points-to relations discovered from the side-effects of callees or from the concrete function names passed via formal parameters, an indirect call-site can be resolved by evaluating the temporary right-most access paths of the corresponding call-site. For example, statement S2 in Figure 2.3 is an indirect call-site. Since function pointer fn2 is initialized through function calls, analysis conducted in the intraprocedural stage cannot resolve it. Therefore, in the summary behavior of main, the call-site is temporarily represented as fn2*, which is the corresponding access path of C expression *fn2. After points-relation (fn2, fn3) is propagated to main, which will happen in phase I", evaluating access path fn2* in the phase 0 analysis of the next iteration will reveal fn3 as the callee, since EVAL(fn2*, {(fn2, fn3), ...}) = {fn3}. Although not shown in this simple example, an indirect call-site may be resolved to have multiple possible callees. Since the proposed interprocedural pointer analysis algorithm is flow-insensitive in terms of the side-effects of local assignments and the transfer functions of callees, and is context-insensitive in terms of parameter aliases, these multiple callees will not be further differentiated.

The constructed call graph, which could be incomplete in the middle of the iterative process, is partitioned into strongly connected components and viewed as a directed acyclic graph (SCC-DAG) [24]. That is, the SCC node containing function main is considered as the root of the SCC-DAG, and functions in a recursive chain are grouped as a single SCC node. Then these SCCs are sorted by a bottom-up and a top-down topological order with respect to the root node, the summary behavior of function main.
As will be explained in the next two phases, abiding by these orders can shorten the number of iterations of the analysis.

4.2.2 Phase I": propagation of summary functions and callee-
allocated heap objects

The problems to be dealt with in the phase I" analysis include what to propagate, where to propagate, and when to propagate. As briefly mentioned before, caller- allocated locations and newly allocated heap objects need to be propagated. The propagation is simply conducted by replacing the formal parameter variable in an access path with corresponding actual parameters in the calling contexts, resulting a context-sensitive representation of summary transfer functions. And the propagation is conducted following a bottom-up topological order of the SCC-DAG since the caller’s transfer function should include summary transfer functions of all invoked callees, including callees invoked through more than one level of function calls. Given \( h \) as the maximum height of the SCC-DAG, propagating summary transfer functions in a top-down order may require \( h \) iterations of the analysis, while only one iteration is required in a bottom-up order. After a function receives propagated points-to relations from the summary transfer functions of all callees, existing points-to relations involving unknown variables are evaluated to augment the summary behavior with new right-most access paths and points-to relations. Then the information contained in the summary behavior is ready to be propagated to further callers.
Let \((r\alpha, s\beta)\) be a points-to relation in function \(\text{fn}\)’s summary behavior where \(r, s\) are formal interface parameters or global variables, and \(\alpha, \beta\) are two suffix access paths. If \(s\beta\) is not symbolically represented as \(r\alpha\ast\), meaning that \(r\alpha\) is not an uninitialized pointer, this points-to relation obviously should be considered as part of the summary transfer function of \(\text{fn}\) since it reflects a pointer assignment which can affect a caller-accessible pointer. Since a pointer field in a structure object may point to another field in the same structure object, \(r\) and \(s\) may be the same variable.

**Definition 5 (Propagation of points-to relations)** Let \((r\alpha, s\beta)\) be a points-to relation in function \(\text{fn}\)'s summary transfer function where \(r, s\) are formal interface parameters or global variables, and \(\alpha, \beta\) are two suffix access paths. The propagated points-to relations of \((r\alpha, s\beta)\) to caller \(\text{fn}\) are: \(\{(\delta, \theta) \mid \exists \delta \in \text{EVAL}(a\alpha, S_{\text{PTR}}(\text{fm})) \land \exists \theta \in \text{EVAL}(b\beta, S_{\text{PTR}}(\text{fm}))\}\) where \(a = r\) if \(r\) is a global variable. Otherwise \(a\) is the corresponding actual parameter in \(\text{fn}\). The same relation holds between \(b\) and \(s\). ♦

As shown in Definition 5, the first step of propagating such a points-to relation from the callee to the caller is to identify what locations are denoted by the pointer access path and the target access path in the caller, respectively. Access path \(r\alpha\) simply states that from variable \(r\), the final memory location is accessed via a sequence of dereference and offset adjustment operations denoted by \(\alpha\). Since the dereference and offset adjustment operations are context-independent, they are applicable to all calling contexts. As long as the formal parameter in the access path is replaced by the corresponding actual parameter and the transformed access path is evaluated in the caller’s context of points-to relations,
the denoted locations by the access path can be discovered in a context-sensitive manner. If the caller passes the address of a local variable to the callee, the local variable’s name will appear as a right-most access path in the evaluation result. If the caller passes a pointer value received from formal parameters or global variables further down to the callee, the evaluation result will convey the dereference and offset tokens to the source formal parameters or global variables, meaning the caller’s summary transfer function is augmented to accommodate the callee’s summary transfer function and will be reported to grand callers. Since the formal parameters of the caller are still considered uninitialized in the interprocedural stage, the augmented transfer function is still context-independent.

For example, to propagate points-to relation \((f_1\_fn1*, f_2\_fn1*)\) from fn1 to main in Figure 2.3, \(f_1\_fn1\) is first replaced by \(a_1\_fn1\_main\_1\). Then the evaluation result of \(\text{EVAL}(a_1\_fn1\_main\_1*, S_{PTR}(main)) = \{fn2\}\) can be found, since points-to relation \((a_1\_fn1\_main\_1, fn2)\) is added for function main due to interface statement i1. Similarly, \(f_2\_fn1\) is replaced with \(a_2\_fn1\_main\_1\) and the evaluation result of \(\text{EVAL}(a_2\_fn1\_main\_1*, S_{PTR}(main)) = \{fn3\}\) can be obtained, since points-to relation \((a_2\_fn1\_main\_1, fn3)\) is added for function main due to interface statement i2. So the points-to relation propagated to main from fn1 is \((fn2, fn3)\).

The next interesting question is how dynamically allocated objects are handled by access paths and their existences are propagated across function boundaries. Instead of generating pseudo variable names using synthesized call-site paths, heap objects are named by access paths which are differentiated by interface variables and suffix dereference and offset tokens. If the heap objects are allocated through calling malloc directly via local
fn5()
{
    int *p1, *p2, *p3;
    i4: q1 = f_1_my_malloc;
i5: q2 = f_2_my_malloc;
i6: q3 = f_3_my_malloc;
i7: *q1 = i_malloc_my_malloc_1;
i8: *q2 = i_malloc_my_malloc_2;
S5: *q1 = (int *) malloc(sizeof(int));
S6: *q2 = (int *) malloc(sizeof(int));
S7: *q3 = *q2;
}

## fn5 ##
MOD:
p1*
f_1_my_malloc*
p2*
f_2_my_malloc*
p3*
f_3_my_malloc*

REF:
p1
p2
p3

POINTS_TO:
(a_1_my_malloc_fn5_1, p1)
(a_2_my_malloc_fn5_1, p2)
(a_3_my_malloc_fn5_1, p3)
(p1, p1*)
(p2, p2*)
(p3, p3*)

CALL_LIST:
my_malloc, id = 1
  (p2, H) or (p2, p3*)
  (p3, H) or (p3, p2*)

## my_malloc ##
MOD:

REF:
    f_2_my_malloc*

POINTS_TO:
(f_1_my_malloc*, i_malloc_my_malloc_1*)
(f_2_my_malloc*, i_malloc_my_malloc_2*)
(f_3_my_malloc*, i_malloc_my_malloc_2*)

CALL_LIST:
  malloc, id = 1
  malloc, id = 2

Figure 4.2 Handling heap objects: (a) code example, (b) function summary behavior, (c) representing dependence among accesses to heap objects.
statements, these objects are named in the form of \texttt{i\_malloc\_foo.n*}, assuming \texttt{foo} is the name of the function containing these calls to \texttt{malloc}. Since \textit{n} is a unique number assigned to each call-site, multiple heap objects allocated in the same function via different call-sites can be effectively distinguished. If the heap objects are allocated through calling wrapping functions, these objects are aggressively distinguished by different access paths extended from different variables or different suffix access paths appended after the same variable. That is, all heap objects allocated through calling wrapping functions are assumed to be independent unless they are proven to be dependent.

Consider the example shown in Figure 4.2. In function \texttt{fn5}, there are three integer pointers \texttt{p1}, \texttt{p2}, and \texttt{p3}, and through calling \texttt{my\_malloc}, two instances of heap-based integer objects are allocated. In function \texttt{my\_malloc}'s summary behavior, these two objects are uniquely named as \texttt{i\_malloc\_my\_malloc\_1*} and \texttt{i\_malloc\_my\_malloc\_2*}, respectively. Before propagating these heap objects from \texttt{my\_malloc} to \texttt{fn5}, \texttt{p1}, \texttt{p2}, and \texttt{p3} are assumed to point to disjoint locations as denoted by \texttt{p1*}, \texttt{p2*}, and \texttt{p3*} in Figure 4.2b. However, in this example \texttt{p2} and \texttt{p3} point to the same location, and disregarding this fact may cause WAW hazards for statements \texttt{S3} and \texttt{S4}. There are two options to represent the dependence as either creating an explicit right-most access path like \texttt{H}, a special form of artificial variables for heap objects, in Figure 4.2c, or adding at least one of the two points-to relations from \texttt{p2} to \texttt{p3*} or from \texttt{p3} to \texttt{p2*}. The advantage of the latter option is that it requires no special representation for heap objects, therefore it is chosen in this dissertation and the algorithm used to detect the dependence is presented in Figure 4.3.
Determine Extended Access Path (fn)
{
1: \( S_{EAP}(fn) = \emptyset \);
2: FOR (each access path \( \alpha \) found in fn’s summary behavior) {
3: \( S_{EAP}(fn) = S_{EAP}(fn) \cup \{ \alpha \} \) if \( \alpha \) initiates from an interface variable or global variable;
4: \( \text{EAP}(\alpha) = \alpha; \)
5: } DO {
7: \( \text{Let } \gamma \text{ be the first element in } S_{EAP}(fn) \text{ and remove } \gamma \text{ from } S_{EAP}(fn); \)
8: IF (\( \exists \beta \text{ such that } (\gamma, \beta) \in S_{PTR}(fn) \text{ and EAP}(\beta) \text{ is not defined}) \{
9: \( \text{EAP}(\beta) = \text{EAP}(\gamma)^*; \)
10: \( S_{EAP}(fn) = S_{EAP}(fn) \cup \{ \beta \}; \)
11: \} \)
12: IF (\( \exists \beta, s_{0,\ell_0} \text{ and EAP}(\beta, s_{0,\ell_0}) \text{ is not defined}) \{
13: \( \text{EAP}(\beta, s_{0,\ell_0}) = \text{EAP}(\beta), s_{0,\ell_0}; \)
14: \( S_{EAP}(fn) = S_{EAP}(fn) \cup \{ \beta, s_{0,\ell_0} \}; \)
15: \} \}
16: \} WHILE (S_{EAP}(fn) \neq \emptyset)
}

**Figure 4.3** Algorithm of constructing extended access paths.

The basic idea behind the algorithm is that if a callee function allocates a heap object for the caller to use, the object must be reachable by conducting a DFS following the points-to relations initiated from formal interface parameters and global variables. An extended access path, or EAP, can be considered as a reverse-engineered access path obtained from DFS and indicates a potential way for the object to be accessed from a parameter or a global variable. Set \( S_{EAP} \) is the working list containing access paths whose EAPs have been determined, where lines 2 to 4 fill \( S_{EAP} \) with access paths starting from interface variables and global variables. The EAPs of these access paths are simply the
access paths' name. For example, the EAP of path \texttt{f\_1\_my\_malloc*} is \texttt{f\_1\_my\_malloc*} itself.

Lines 6 through 16 process elements in the working list and determine the EAPs based on the relative access paths. Given a points-to relation \((\gamma, \beta)\), lines 8 to 11 determine the EAP of \(\beta\) by appending a "*" after the EAP of \(\gamma\). The reason is obvious since the location denoted by \(\beta\) can be reached from the location denoted by \(\gamma\) through one level of dereference. Due to the nature of aliases, an access path may have multiple ways to be accessed, therefore an access path may have more than one potential EAP. The proposed algorithm defines that the first EAP found for an access path is chosen as the persistent name to be viewed by the caller. For example, \texttt{i\_malloc\_my\_malloc\_1*} has a unique EAP as \texttt{f\_1\_my\_malloc**}, but \texttt{i\_malloc\_my\_malloc\_2*} may be assigned as \texttt{f\_2\_my\_malloc**} or \texttt{f\_3\_my\_malloc**}, depending on whether the DFS is performed from \texttt{f\_2\_my\_malloc} or \texttt{f\_3\_my\_malloc} first. In the particular case where the DFS is performed from \texttt{f\_2\_my\_malloc} before from \texttt{f\_3\_my\_malloc}, the EAP of \texttt{i\_malloc\_my\_malloc\_2*} is \texttt{f\_2\_my\_malloc**}. After the EAPs of aggregates are determined, lines 12 to 15 determine the EAPs of enclosed fields.

In fact, the constituent points-to relations in the summary transfer function can be identified solely by EAPs. If an access path’s EAP is not defined, it means that the denoted location is not accessible by the caller, therefore points-to relations with EAP-less access paths are not considered as part of the transfer function. If the pointer path in a points-to relation is EAP-less, the target path is definitely EAP-less since it will
never be put into the working list. The revised version of Definition 5, which propagates transfer functions and detects dependence among accesses to heap objects, is given below.

**Definition 6 (Propagation of summary transfer functions using EAPs)** Let \((\gamma, \lambda)\) be a points-to relation in \(fn\). It is part of \(fn\)'s transfer function if \(EAP(\gamma) \neq \emptyset\). Assuming \(EAP(\gamma) = r\alpha\) and \(EAP(\lambda) = s\beta\), \(r\) and \(s\) must be formal interface parameters or global variables. The propagated points-to relations of \((\gamma, \lambda)\) to caller \(fm\) are: \(\{(\delta, \theta) | \exists \delta \in EVAL(\alpha, S_{PTR}(fm)) \text{ and } \exists \theta \in EVAL(\beta, S_{PTR}(fm))\}\). The conditions are identical to those in Definition 5. ◦

With EAPs and Definition 6, the points-to relation from path \(f_3\_my\_malloc*\) to path \(i\_malloc\_my\_malloc\_2*\) is included in \(my\_malloc\)'s transfer function. The transfer function is represented as \((f_3\_my\_malloc*, f_2\_my\_malloc**\)). After propagating that from \(my\_malloc\) to \(fn5\), the points-to relation from \(p3\) to \(p2*\) will be added. Otherwise if the DFS is performed for \(q3\) before \(q2\), points-to relation \((p2, p3*)\) will be added. It does not matter which one is actually added, as long as \(EVAL(p2*, S_{PTR}(fn5)) \cap EVAL(p3*, S_{PTR}(fn5)) \neq \emptyset\) is true since it asserts the dependence of two memory accesses, which will in turn assert the correct execution order of statements S2, S3, and S4.

In addition to summary transfer functions, the summarized MOD/REF memory accesses are also propagated to caller functions. The purpose is to augment the caller’s summary behavior so that it also summarizes the footprints of memory accesses of all invoked single level or multi-level callees. The pseudo code of how to propagate the
MOD/REF access paths is omitted here since it is also based on EAPs and the translation rules shown in Definition 6.

4.2.3 Phase II': propagation of function names

In a C function, a function pointer may receive values through local assignments, callees’ side-effects, or through values passed via formal parameters. For the first case, it is resolved in the intraprocedural pointer analysis stage; for the second case, it is resolved in the phase I' analysis of the interprocedural stage when the summary transfer functions of the callees are propagated. The analysis conducted in phase II' of the interprocedural stage is to resolve function pointers initialized by the third case. If a function pointer is resolved in the intraprocedural stage, a native function name should appear as a right-most access path of the directly encoded access path of the call-site. If a function pointer is resolved by accommodating the side-effects of the callees, re-evaluating the access path of the indirect call-site will find the propagated function name. If a function pointer is resolved through formal parameters, a right-most access path associated with the call-site access path and initiated from a formal interface variable should be found in the REF section of the callee function. To search for the potential function names passed down from callers, the right-most access path is first transformed with the actual-formal parameter replacement then evaluated in the caller’s scope. If the evaluation result contains concrete function names, meaning the function pointer is resolved, they are propagated down to the callee’s summary behavior. If parameter-based access paths instead of concrete function names are found, the REF section of the caller function’s
summary behavior will be augmented and it will be the caller’s responsibility to search
for concrete function names from further callers, even though the indirect call-site is not
contained in the caller function.

Figure 4.4a shows an example where the indirect call-site in function \texttt{f8} uses the value
passed through a parameter which is initialized in function \texttt{f6}. The function body of \texttt{foo}
is omitted here since it is irrelevant. The summary behavior of each function is shown in
Figure 4.4b. Access path \texttt{f\_1\_fn8*} shown in square braces is a right-most access path
associated with the call-site path \texttt{fn2*} in \texttt{fn8}'s summary behavior, and the right-most
access path is found by conducting \texttt{EVAL(fn2*, \{(fn2, f\_1\_fn8*)\})}.

Figure 4.4c shows the propagated access paths and points-to relations for each func-
tion after invoking the phase \texttt{\Gamma'} analysis for the first time. Function \texttt{f6}'s summary
behavior indicates that the dereferenced location from the first formal parameter is
modified, so the MOD section of \texttt{main} is added with path \texttt{fn}, which is the result of
\texttt{EVAL(a\_1\_fn6\_main*, \{(a\_1\_fn6\_main, fn)\})}. Similarly, points-to relation \texttt{(fn, foo)} is
propagated into function \texttt{main} from \texttt{f6}. Now \texttt{fn*} is not a right-most access path since \texttt{fn}
has outgoing points-to relations. After re-evaluating points-to relation \texttt{(a\_1\_fn7\_main,}
\texttt{fn*)}, a new points-to relation \texttt{(a\_1\_fn7\_main, foo)} is also added. Along with the other
SCC chain in the call graph, path \texttt{f\_1\_fn7*} is propagated to the REF section of \texttt{fn7}
from \texttt{fn8}, and in turn it is propagated to the REF section of \texttt{main} as \texttt{fn*}. Since the
MOD/REF sections in a summary behavior are augmented to include caller-allocated lo-
cations accessed not only by local expressions but also by invoked callees, the top-down
propagation of concrete function names are conducted in a lazy manner: each function
main() fn6(**fnp()) fn7(**fn()) fn8(**fn())
{
    void (*fn)(); S3: *fnp = foo; S4: fn8(fn); S5: (*fn());
S1: fn6(&fn);
S2: fn7(fn);
}

## main ##
## fn6 ##
REF: fn
MOD: f_1_fn6*

POINTS_TO: (a_1_fn6_main, fn) (f_1_fn6*, foo)
(a_1_fn7_main, fn*)

CALL_LIST:
fn6, id=1
fn7, id=2

## fn7 ##

## fn8 ##

Points TO: (a_1_fn8_fn7, f_1_fn7*)

CALL_LIST:
fn8, id=1

## fn8 ##

REF: f_1_fn8*

CALL_LIST:
fn2*, id=1 [f_1_fn8*]

## fn7 ##

MOD: fn
REF: f_1_fn7*

POINTS_TO: (f_1_fn7, foo)
(a_1_fn8_fn7, foo)

REF: fn

POINTS_TO: (f_1_fn8, foo)

(c)

(d)

**Figure 4.4** Pass function names across functions: (a) code example, (b) summary behavior, (c) information obtained after the first invocation of phase I”, (d) information obtained after the first invocation of phase II”. 
only requests concrete function names for access paths found in the REF section from immediate callers, and each function never communicates with functions other than immediate callers or callees.

**Definition 7 (Concrete value retrieval)** Let \( r\alpha \) be an access path in function \( fn \)'s REF section and \( r\alpha^* \) is also found in function \( fn \)'s MOD or REF sections, where \( r \) is a formal interface parameter or a global variable, and \( \alpha \) is a suffix access path. The targets pointed by concrete values passed via \( r\alpha \) from caller \( fm \) are: \( \{ \theta \mid \exists \delta \in \text{EVAL}(a\alpha, S_{PTR}(fm)) \text{ and } \exists (\delta, \theta) \in S_{PTR}(fm) \} \) where \( a = r \) if \( r \) is a global variable. Otherwise \( a \) is the corresponding actual parameter in \( fm \).

Definition 7 shows how to retrieve concrete values from callers. Since a structure may contain multiple scalar fields, where some fields may be pointers to other structures, a single structure-pointer parameter may convey multiple concrete values to the callee. So the actual-formal parameters binding is performed not only for simple variables, but also for access paths starting from formal interface parameters and global variables. Since there are many fields that can but are not used to convey values from a particular caller to a particular callee, concrete values are retrieved lazily: only dereferenced pointers found in the immediate or deeper callees are bound. So in this example, function \( fn7 \) searches its MOD/REF sections and finds path \( f_1\_fn7^* \), which stands for an indirect access through a function pointer. According to Definition 7, the corresponding access path of \( f_1\_fn7^* \) in function \( main \) is \( a_1\_fn7\_main^* \). The result of \( \text{EVEL}(a_1\_fn7\_main^*, \{ S_{PTR}(main) \}) \) is \( \{ \text{foo} \} \), so a new points-to relation is propa-
gated down to f7 as (f_1_fn7, foo), shown in Figure 4.4d. Now f_1_fn7* is not a right-
most access path, and after re-evaluating points-to relation (a_1_fn8_fn7, f_1_fn7*), a
new points-to relation, (a_1_fn8_fn7, foo), can be added. When function fn8 requests
the content of the function-pointer parameter f_1_fn8, the concrete function name foo
can be discovered and the indirect call-site in f8 can be resolved.

4.2.4 Phase II’: propagation of all concrete values

Phase II' analysis is conducted after the fixed point of phases (0-Γ'-II')* is reached.
At this moment the complete call graph should have been constructed. Then along a
top-down topological order of the SCC traversal, access paths representing deferences of
formal parameters and global variables in the MOD/REF sections are bound with their
concrete values passed from the callers. Unlike the phase II' analysis which only retrieve
function-type concrete values, all types of concrete values are retrieved in this phase, and
the retrieval is also conducted lazily for dereferenced pointers only.

4.2.5 Phase III: identification of parameter aliases

Among many concrete values passed down from callers, only a small portion of them
are necessary. For example, passing the address of a local variable as an actual parameter
is insignificant unless the same address is passed through two different caller-accessible
pointers, and both pointers are dereferenced by the callee. So in the phase III analysis,
if the evaluation result of an access path found in the MOD/REF sections never has
common right-most access paths with the evaluation results of other access paths, its
Interprocedural Pointer Analysis(prog) 
{ 
1:    DO { 
2:        Resolve function pointers for each indirect call-site; 
3:        Use DFS to compose SCC-DAG for reachable functions ∈ prog; 
4:        FOR (each SCC ∈ prog in bottom-up order) { 
5:            Determine EAPs for access paths of each function ∈ the SCC; 
6:            Iteratively propagate points-to relations within the SCC if the SCC 
                has more than one function; 
7:            Reanalyze EAPs for each function if new points-to relations are received; 
8:            Propagate the summary transfer function of the SCC to its caller SCCs; 
9:        } 
10:    FOR (each SCC ∈ prog in top-down order) { 
11:        Iteratively propagate function names within the SCC if the SCC has 
                more than one function; 
12:        Propagate function names from the SCC to its callee SCCs; 
13:    } 
14: } WHILE (call graph is changed in the previous iteration) 
15:    FOR (each SCC ∈ prog in top-down order) { 
16:        Iteratively propagate concrete values within the SCC if the SCC has 
                more than one function; 
17:        Retrieve concrete values from caller SCCs; 
18:    } 
19: Determine aliases among parameters; 
} 

Figure 4.5 Pseudo code of the interprocedural pointer analysis stage.

bound values are excluded from the summary behavior since the memory access is always independent with other parameter dereferences across all calling contexts. The trimmed summary behavior will be merged into each function to guide code optimizations, where details of the merge process will be covered in Chapter 5. The pseudo code listed in Figure 4.5 summarizes various phases of analyses conducted in the interprocedural stage.
4.3 Issues about Library Functions

A lot of commonly invoked library functions have side-effects that can be used as alternative ways to initialize pointers. For example, given two pointers p and q, a library call in the form of `memcpy(&p, &q, 4)` achieves the same effect as the pointer assignment `p = q`. To accommodate their side-effects appropriately in the interprocedural pointer analysis stage, each library function with side-effects are written with template statements. Although these template statements cannot replace the original functionality of library calls, but the equivalent summary behavior can be derived by analyzing these template statements using the algorithm shown in Figure 3.4. For example, the template version of `memcpy` is written as:

```c
memcpy(void *p, *q, int n)
{
    *((char **) p) = *((char **) q);
}
```

By analyzing the template statement, the summary transfer function of `memcpy` will include points-to relation (`f_1_mem*, f_2_mem**`), which will be processed in the interprocedural stage to expose the effect of the hidden pointer assignment in `memcpy`.

Currently there are 186 library functions modeled by template statements in the IMPACT compiler. They cover all the library functions invoked by SPECcint92 and SPECcint95, MediaBench [47], and many Unix utility benchmarks. For library functions without pointer assignments, as long as they indirectly access locations via formal parameters, they are also represented by template expressions to obtain their memory access
footprints that will be referenced by optimization routines to be discussed in Chapter 5. For example, the template version of function atoi, which converts a string into an integer, is:

```c
atoi(const char *str)
{
    char i;
    i = str[0];
}
```

Because of the pseudo expression that uses `str[0]`, access path `f_1_atoi*` will be posted in the REF section of atoi's summary behavior. So when a code region containing a call to atoi is optimized, a later store to the dereferenced location of the actual parameter passed to atoi will not be scheduled before the function call to avoid the WAR hazard.

### 4.4 Complexity Analysis

In this section the complexity of the interprocedural stage algorithm is examined. In addition to the set of intraprocedural parameters introduced in Section 3.4, more parameters are needed to bound the interprocedural complexity. \( F \) is the number of user and library functions contained in the program. \( E \) is the number of call sites in the program. The space complexity to store all summary behavior of invoked functions simultaneously in the memory is \( O(FV^2_f 2^{kT}) \), where in the proposed algorithm no more than two need to be memory-resident simultaneously. For time complexity, transferring
an access paths along the call graph is bound by $O(V^i f^{ikT})$, and performing a DFS to partition the call graph into SCC-DAG takes $O(F + E)$ steps, where $E$ may be different from iteration to iteration when indirect function pointers are resolved. In the worst case, $E$ can be bound by $O(F^2)$. Performing a DFS to determine EAPs takes $O(V^i f^{2kT})$ steps. Resolving an indirect call site also takes the time of $O(V^i f^{ikT})$, so assuming there are $i$ indirect call-sites in the program and the height of the call graph is $h$, the complexity of the interprocedural algorithm can be bound as $O(h((E + i) V^i f^{ikT} + (V^2 f^{2kT}) + (F + E))).$

The worst-case complexity occurs when all pointers, including pointer variables and fields, are casted so that they can point to all possible data types. Empirical results indicate that the worst-case complexity is not observed for the studied benchmarks.
CHAPTER 5

CODE OPTIMIZATION USING MEMORY DISAMBIGUATION INFORMATION

In this chapter, the IMPACT compiler optimization framework for memory instructions is presented. The memory disambiguation results generated by the proposed modular interprocedural pointer analysis are used to guide three aggressive compile-time memory access optimizations: scheduling, redundant load/store elimination, and loop-invariant access migration. The potential of these optimizations has been studied by earlier researchers [30, 48], but advanced static memory disambiguation was not available, causing a significant number of indirect memory accesses not optimized.

In the IMPACT compiler, interprocedural pointer analysis is conducted in the frontend, the $P_{code}$ level as shown in Figure 5.1. The proposed analysis conducted in the function-level phase is implemented in the main $P_{code}$ module, where the analysis conducted in the interprocedural phase is performed by a stand-alone module named $PIP$, which stands for $P_{code}$ InterProcedural analysis. A complete round of interprocedural pointer analysis involves the first invocation of $P_{code}$ module which analyzes each C function and summarizes its behavior. Then the $PIP$ module is invoked to propagate the summary behavior along the call graph. Finally, the $P_{code}$ module is invoked for the
second time to merge the interprocedural analysis results regarding aliases among formal parameters and function side-effects back to each function.

In the overall compilation course of the IMPACT compiler, the \textit{Pcode/PIP/Pcode}-trio are invoked before the middle-level IR, \textit{Hcode}, is reached. Optionally, the trio can be invoked before function inlining to take advantage of function pointers resolved to a small number of callee functions [56]. \textit{Hcode} is the old frontend IR in IMPACT and is in the process of being phased out. \textit{Lcode} is the low-level IR where classic and ILP optimizations are conducted. To convey the memory disambiguation information between the high-level and low-level IRs, a binary relation called \textit{synchronization arcs} or \textit{sync arcs}
proposed in [49] are used. In the Lcode IR, load, store, and subroutine call (jsr) are the three types of instructions than can access the memory. Each jsr is considered as a macro memory instruction which is a collection of load/store instructions accommodating memory accesses not only contained in the immediate callee but also descendant callees. This information is derivable since the interprocedural pointer analysis algorithm can build the complete call graph, where the MOD/REF sections in the summary behavior of a function are fully propagated to callers in the phase I” analysis. With fully resolved pointers, the compiler can classify the relation between two memory instruction as dependent, independent, or ambiguous. An ambiguous relation is often called as possibility dependent. To schedule a later load above an earlier store, they need to be independent with each other, and all intermediate store instructions also need to be independent. However, to enable redundant load/store elimination and loop-invariant access migration, it requires stronger relations as two memory instructions need to be dependent. The absence of sync arcs between a pair of memory instructions indicates that they are independent, while the presence of sync arcs between a pair of memory instructions indicates they are dependent or ambiguous, requiring their executions to be synchronized by the semantic order. Since the conducted interprocedural pointer analysis is comprehensive, meaning it can handle all C constructs, it can safely assert that two memory instructions are independent. However, since the pointer analysis is flow-insensitive, it can only produce possibly dependent sync arcs. This is a trade-off between complexity and accuracy, since a flow-and context-sensitive interprocedural pointer analysis algorithm has not been shown in the literature to scale well to handle large programs. Through simple local analysis to be
shown later, many possible dependent sync arcs can be converted into definitely dependent sync arcs, enabling memory traffic reduction optimizations. Load/store elimination and loop-invariant access migration routines are implemented in the Lopti module, where SM is the scheduling manager which can reference the sync arcs to determine whether it is safe or not to percolate loads and stores above other memory instructions.

The remaining chapter is organized as follows. First, an example will be used to point out the benefits provided by advanced static memory disambiguation. Secondly, how sync arcs are annotated to the low-level IR from the interprocedural pointer analysis conducted in the high-level IR will be presented. Finally, algorithms about how to generate definite sync arcs, and how to use sync arcs to guide memory access optimizations will be proposed.

5.1 A Motivating Example

The example in Figure 5.2 is designed to illustrate the problem faced by an optimizing compiler and how well the compiler can optimize the code when all uncertainties about memory dependences are cleared. In the code segment shown in Figure 5.2a, there are two global integer variables i and j, and one dynamically allocated instance of structure S. An instance of S contains three pointers: two integer pointers pi and pj, and one function pointer pf. Statements S1 through S4 in function foo initialize pi to point to i, pj to point to j, and pf to point to function bar. The corresponding points-to relations between pointer and target memory cells contained in this example are shown
typedef struct S {
    int *pi;
    int *pj;
    int (*pf)();
} S;

int i, j;

foo(s **pp)
{
    S1: *pp = malloc(sizeof(S));
    S2: (*pp)->pi = &i;
    S3: (*pp)->pj = &j;
    S4: (*pp)->pf = bar;
}

bar(s *q)
{
    S5: return *q->pi;
}

main()
{
    S *p;

    S6: foo(&p);
    S7: while (i < 10) {
        S8: i = (*p->pf)(p) + 1;
        S9: *p->pj = *p->pj + 2;
        S10: }

Figure 5.2 Code example: (a) source program, (b) points-to relations for pointers contained in the program.
in Figure 5.2b. Consider the body of the \texttt{while}-loop contained in function \texttt{main}, where
an unoptimized version of the code is shown on the left portion of Figure 5.3. With
limited memory disambiguation information acquired intraprocedurally, the compiler can
only eliminate a few redundant accesses to local variable \texttt{p}. Since the address of \texttt{p}
is passed as a parameter to \texttt{foo}, any function call in the loop should be considered
as containing potential killing stores to \texttt{p}. Therefore \texttt{op29} cannot be eliminated even
though it is dependent with \texttt{op20}, leaving a lot of redundant memory accesses in the
loop as shown on the right portion of Figure 5.3. However, it is safe to schedule \texttt{op29}
above \texttt{op28}, since it is trivial for the compiler to determine that they access independent
locations and there are no intervening ambiguous memory instructions. But for all other
memory instructions, their relations are either ambiguous or there are ambiguous memory
instructions in between. As a result, the optimized loop body still contains six loads, two
stores, and one \texttt{jsr}.

5.2 Sync Arcs Generation

In this section, a systematic description of how to annotate the low-level memory
instructions with sync arcs is presented. The first step is to run intraprocedural pointer
analysis for each function, where Figure 5.4 shows the summary behavior of each function.
Then after interprocedural pointer analysis, the indirect call-site in function \texttt{main} can be
resolved, since propagating points-to relation (\texttt{f_1_foo**.8_11, bar}) from \texttt{foo} to \texttt{main}
results in (\texttt{p*.8_11, bar}). Also, propagating the summary transfer function of \texttt{foo} to
**Figure 5.3** Moderately optimized code due to the lack of memory disambiguation information.

main can resolve pointers p, p->pi, and p->pj. The complete summary behavior after interprocedural pointer analysis for function main is shown in Figure 5.5. Since functions foo and bar are leaf functions in the call graph, and there are no parameter aliases to maintain, their summary behaviors remain the same as the intraprocedural summary.

To determine the dependence among low-level memory instructions, intraprocedural pointer analysis shown in Figure 3.4 is conducted again when each function is being translated from high-level IR to low-level IR. But instead of extracting information to form the summary behavior for each function, the augmented summary behavior produced by interprocedural pointer analysis of the function itself and callee functions is merged back. Merging the interprocedural summary behavior of the function being compiled resolves
## Summary behavior of code in Figure 5.2.

The aliases among formal parameters, pointers initialized by callees, and the potential direct callees for each indirect call-site. Then merging the summary behavior of each callee resolves the interaction between local loads/stores and jsr instructions. Although the interprocedural summary behavior of the current function already includes the memory locations accessed by all callees due to the phase $\Gamma'$ analysis of the interprocedural stage, acquiring the memory footprint from each individual callee is necessary here, since the MOD/REF information propagated from all callees in phase $\Gamma'$ are accumulated to-
## main

```c
# POINTS_TO:
(a_1foo_main_1, p)
(a_1p*.8_11_main_1, p*)
(p*.0_3, i)
(p*.4_7, j)
(p*.8_11, bar)

# REF:
p
p*.4_7
p*.4_7*
p*.8_11
p*.8_11*
p*.0_3
p*.0_3*

# CALL_LIST:
foo, id = 1
p*.8_11*, id = 2 [bar]
```

**Figure 5.5** Complete summary behavior of function main in Figure 5.2.

Together, where in the code-generation phase the memory footprint of each jsr instruction needs to be separated.

Figure 5.6 lists the pseudo code that generates sync arcs between potentially dependent memory and jsr instructions. Line 1 performs intraprocedural pointer analysis to resolve pointers that are defined locally and setup the interface variables with callers and callees. Line 2 merges points-to relations that are propagated down from callers and propagated up from callees to the points-to set of fn, where Line 3 merges the list of potential callees of each indirect call site c_exp. For example, function main receives points-to relations for p*.0_3, p*.4_7, and p*.8_11. In addition, the indirect call-site also receives the name of bar as a potential callee. The next step is to determine the memory locations that are accessed by a function call. As shown by lines 4 through 11,
Generate_Sync_Arcs($fn$)
{
  1: Intraprocedural_Pointer_Analysis($fn$);
  2: Merge points-to relations from $fn$’s interprocedural summary behavior;
  3: Merge resolved callee names for each indirect call-site;
  4: FOR (each call-site $c.exp$) {
  5:     $S_{MOD}(c.exp) = \emptyset$;
  6:     $S_{REF}(c.exp) = \emptyset$;
  7:     FOR (each invoked callee $fm$ of $c.exp$) {
  8:         $S_{MOD}(c.exp) = S_{MOD}(c.exp) \cup$ EVAL($S_{MOD}(fm), S_{PTR}(fn))$;
  9:         $S_{REF}(c.exp) = S_{REF}(c.exp) \cup$ EVAL($S_{REF}(fm), S_{PTR}(fn))$;
  10:    };
  11: };
  12: FOR (each expression $m.exp$ found by rules in Table 4.1) {
  13:     $S_{MEM}(m.exp) = \text{EVAL}(AP(m.exp), S_{PTR}(fn))$;
  14:     $S_{SYNC\_ARCS} = \emptyset$;
  15:     FOR (each $m.exp1$) {
  16:         FOR (each $m.exp2$ reachable from $m.exp1$) {
  17:             IF ($S_{MEM}(m.exp1) \cap S_{MEM}(m.exp2) \neq \emptyset$) {
  18:                 $S_{SYNC\_ARCS} = S_{SYNC\_ARCS} \cup (m.exp1, m.exp2, P)$;
  19:             };
  20:         };
  21:         FOR (each $c.exp$ reachable from $m.exp1$) {
  22:             IF (($m.exp1$ is a load) and ($S_{MEM}(m.exp1) \cap S_{MOD}(c.exp) \neq \emptyset$)) {
  23:                 $S_{SYNC\_ARCS} = S_{SYNC\_ARCS} \cup (m.exp1, c.exp, P)$;
  24:             };
  25:         };
  26:         FOR (each $c.exp$) {
  27:             IF ($S_{MEM}(m.exp) \cap (S_{MOD}(c.exp) \cup S_{REF}(c.exp)) \neq \emptyset$) {
  28:                 $S_{SYNC\_ARCS} = S_{SYNC\_ARCS} \cup (c.exp, m.exp, P)$;
  29:             };
  30:         };
  31:     };
}

**Figure 5.6** Pseudo code of sync arcs generation.
each call-site c_exp has a MOD set, $S_{MOD}$, and a REF set, $S_{REF}$, where the access paths in each callee $fm$'s MOD/REF sections are translated and evaluated in the context of $fn$'s points-to relations to find the corresponding right-most access paths. The evaluation results are accumulated in each call-site's MOD and REF sets. Then lines 12 and 13 apply the rules listed in Table 4.1 to identify expressions that cause memory accesses, and their evaluation results are recorded in set $S_{MEM}$. Then the sync arcs set $S_{SYNC\_ARCS}$ is generated by lines 14 through 31. Each pair of memory/memory and memory/jsr instructions are checked by comparing their EVAL results. For memory/memory instructions, RAR, RAW, WAR, and WAW relations are respected by generating sync arc $(exp1, exp2, P)$, which means that expression $exp1$ should be executed before $exp2$, and $P$ means the dependence relation is possible. In other words, the relation between the memory locations accessed by $exp1$ and $exp2$ is ambiguous. For memory/jsr instructions, only RAW, WAR, and WAW relations are respected, since redundant load instructions are not eliminated across function boundaries. Sync arc $(exp1, exp2, P)$ generated in the high-level IR will be represented as $(op1, op2, P)$ in the low-level IR, where $op1$ and $op2$ are the corresponding assembly instructions of $exp1$ and $exp2$, respectively.

Function main of Figure 5.3a is used as an example here to demonstrate how memory accesses are disambiguated. The merged points-to relations can be found in Figure 5.5. Expression *p->pf from statement S8 is an indirect function call, and it is resolved to invoke function bar as shown in Figure 5.5. So the MOD/REF sections of bar will be included to identify the memory locations accessed by call-site S8. In this particular example, bar only reads data from two memory locations: q->pi and
\*q->pi, or f_1_bar\.0_3 and f_1_bar\.0_3* in terms of access paths using interface variables. With points-to relations (a_1_p\.8_11\_main_2, p\*) and (p\.0_3, i) found in $S_{PTR}(\text{main})$, their corresponding right-most access paths in main’s name space are p\.0_3 and i, respectively, since EVAL(a_1_p\.8_11\_main_2\.0_3, $S_{PTR}(\text{main})$) results in \{p\.0_3\} and EVAL(a_1_p\.8_11\_main_2\.0_3\*, $S_{PTR}(\text{main})$) results in \{i\}. Both access paths will be included in set $S_{REF}(\*p->pf)$ of the indirect call-site. As for expressions causing memory accesses, if a memory expression appears as the top-level LHS expression of an assignment, it will be translated into a store instruction in the assembly code, while all other memory expressions are translated into loads in the assembly code. Figure 5.7a shows the memory expressions of main classified by whether they are translated into loads or stores. The associated right-most access paths of each memory expression is shown in Figure 5.7b. With the EVAL results, the dependence between pair-wise memory and jsr instructions can be determined. Although the underlying pointer analysis is flow-insensitive, the control-flow information can still be used to determine whether or not the dependence information between a pair of memory instructions needs to be posted. For example, if two dependent memory instructions are on the opposite paths of a branch and the branch is not in a loop, since these two instructions cannot reach each other, their dependence can be ignored. In this example, in addition to accesses from expressions with the same access paths are considered as potentially dependent, the indirect jsr will be found as potentially dependent with the store to i. As mentioned before, the RAR dependence between a jsr and a load instruction is not posted, since redundant load elimination is not conducted across function boundaries,
LOAD:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instruction</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S7: i (op 36)</td>
<td>( S_{MEM}(i) = {i} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S8: p (op 20)</td>
<td>( S_{MEM}(p) = {p} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S8: p (op 22)</td>
<td>( S_{MEM}(p \rightarrow pf) = {p \cdot 8.11} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S8: p \rightarrow pf (op 23)</td>
<td>( S_{MEM}(p \rightarrow pj) = {p \cdot 4.7} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S9: p (op 29)</td>
<td>( S_{MEM}(p \rightarrow pj) = {j} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S9: p \rightarrow pj (op 30)</td>
<td>( S_{MOD}(p \rightarrow pf*) = {} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S9: p \rightarrow pj* (op 31)</td>
<td>( S_{REF}(p \rightarrow pf*) = {p \cdot 0.3, i} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S9: p (op 33)</td>
<td>( S_{MEM}(p \rightarrow pf) = {} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S9: p \rightarrow pj (op 34)</td>
<td>( S_{MEM}(p \rightarrow pf) = {} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SYNC_ARCS:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instruction</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(op20, op22, P)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(op22, op20, P)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(op20, op29, P)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(op29, op20, P)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(op20, op33, P)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(op20, op29, P)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(op33, op20, P)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(op29, op22, P)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(op33, op22, P)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(op29, op22, P)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(op29, op22, P)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(op33, op22, P)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(op29, op33, P)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(op24, op28, P)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(op24, op28, P)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(op28, op24, P)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(op28, op24, P)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(op30, op34, P)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(op34, op30, P)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(op30, op35, P)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(op35, op31, P)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 5.7** Generating sync arcs for function main: (a) loads/stores/jsrs in the function, (b) accessed locations for each memory expression and function call, (c) sync arcs.

RAR dependence is equivalent as independent for instruction scheduling. The generated sync arcs for function `main` are listed in Figure 5.7c. Since these memory instructions are in a loop, the generated sync arcs are all symmetric.
5.3 Optimizations Using Sync Arcs

After generating sync arcs based on the interprocedural pointer analysis results, the compiler can perform very aggressive instruction-level optimizations to schedule instructions and to eliminate redundant memory accesses. In addition, the high-level code optimizations can also benefit from fully resolved pointers as well. For example, if an indirect call-site is resolved to invoke only one callee, the indirect call-site can be converted into a direct callee to save the overhead involved with indirect function calls. If the converted call-site is executed very often, the callee body can be inlined to completely remove the function call overhead and function barrier for code optimizations. This would not be possible if function pointers are not resolved. If a function pointer is resolved to have a small number of callees, the indirect call-site can be converted into a sequence of direct calls guarded by comparisons of the function pointer contents. The benefit of such transformation is to trade the indirect call overhead with branch penalties. If the pointer is resolved to have multiple callees, no strictly beneficial transformations are available, but the side-effects of the indirect call-site can be bound much more accurately since the number of potentially reachable callees is reduced from all functions with same signatures to a subset of functions whose names are propagated to the function pointers.

In this section, algorithms that use sync arcs to guide memory access optimizations will be proposed. Three optimization techniques will be discussed in detail, including load/store/jsr scheduling, redundant memory access elimination, and loop-invariant access migration. The code example will be based on the inlined version of function main.
Boo| Load_Store_Jsr_Scheduling(fn, op1, op2)
{  
1: IF ((op1, op2, P|D) ∈ SYNCRS(fn)) and
   ((op1 is not a load) or (op2 is not a load))
2: RETURN false;
3: FOR (each intermediate instruction op3 between op1 and op2) {
4: IF (op2 is register-dependent on op3)
5: RETURN false;
6: IF (op2 is a store or jsr and (op3, op2, P|D) ∈ SYNCRS(fn))
7: RETURN false;
8: IF (op3 is a store or jsr and (op3, op2, P|D) ∈ SYNCRS(fn))
9: RETURN false;
10: }
11: RETURN true;
}

Figure 5.8 Algorithm that determines the safety of reordering load/store/jsr instructions.

from Figure 5.2, where the indirect call-site at S8 is replaced by the function body of bar.

5.3.1 Instruction scheduling

In the IMPACT compiler, instruction scheduling is performed in the scope of a control block, or cb. A control block may be a simple basic block, a superblock which is formed by coalescing several basic blocks along a frequently executed path using the superblock formation algorithm [50], or a hyperblock formed for predicated code [51]. A cb still has a single entrance at the top, but may have multiple side exists. Control speculation is allowed so that load instructions can percolate above earlier branch instructions in the control block. The basic idea of instruction scheduling is to reorder the execution of two
instructions if the earlier one is stalled while the later one is free to go, or the earlier is not on the critical path but the later one is. The precondition for scheduling is that the later instruction is not dependent on all bypassed instructions. For instructions other than loads, stores, and jsr, the inter-instruction dependence can be easily determined by the register ids of source and destination operands. But for instructions that involve memory accesses, dependence is not determined by register ids but by their contents. With interprocedural pointer analysis performed in the high-level IR in IMPACT, dependence caused by memory instructions are explicitly represented by sync arcs, and the algorithm listed in Figure 5.8 uses sync arcs to determine whether it is safe to reorder a pair of load/store/jsr instructions.

In this algorithm, lines 1 and 2 check if the later instruction, \( op2 \), is ambiguous with (denoted by \( P \) in the sync arc) or dependent on (denoted by \( D \) in the sync arc) the earlier instruction, \( op1 \). If a sync arc exists, unless both instructions are loads, they cannot be reordered since either RAW, WAR, or WAW dependence will be violated. Lines 3 through 10 check if intermediate instructions prevent \( op2 \) from being executed earlier. Lines 4 and 5 simply check if \( op2 \)'s source operands are data-dependent on an arbitrary intermediate instruction \( op3 \). For example, if \( op2 \) is a load instruction whose base register is produced by \( op3 \), \( op2 \) cannot be scheduled above \( op3 \), effectively preventing \( op2 \) from being scheduled above \( op1 \). If \( op2 \) is a store or jsr instruction, lines 6 and 7 check if any intermediate instruction has a RAW or WAW dependence with \( op2 \). If \( op2 \) is a load, lines 8 and 9 bypass RAR hazards but respect WAR hazards. If all the checks are passed, \( op2 \) can be scheduled before \( op1 \).
Generate\_Definite\_Sync\_Arcs(fn, \(op1, \ op2\))
{
1: \hspace{1em} \textbf{IF} \ ((op1, \ op2, \ P) \notin S_{SYNC\_ARCS}(fn))
2: \hspace{2em} \textbf{RETURN} ;
3: \hspace{1em} \textbf{IF} \ ((SRC\_OP1(op1) == SRC\_OP1(op2) \text{ and}
4: \hspace{2em} \text{SRC\_OP2(op1) == SRC\_OP2(op2)) \text{ or}
5: \hspace{3em} (SRC\_OP1(op1) == SRC\_OP2(op2) \text{ and}
6: \hspace{4em} \text{SRC\_OP2(op1) == SRC\_OP1(op2))}) \{ \}
7: \hspace{1em} \textbf{FOR} \ (\text{each intermediate instruction } op3 \text{ between } op1 \text{ and } op2) \{ \}
8: \hspace{2em} \textbf{IF} \ ((DEST\_OP(op3) == SRC\_OP1(op3) \text{ or}
9: \hspace{3em} \text{DEST\_OP(op3) == SRC\_OP2(op3))}
10: \hspace{2em} \textbf{RETURN} ;
11: \}
12: \hspace{1em} S_{SYNC\_ARCS}(fn) = S_{SYNC\_ARCS}(fn) - \{(op1, \ op2, \ P)\} \cup \{(op1, \ op2, \ D)\};
13: \}
14: \}

\textbf{Figure 5.9} Converts possible sync arcs to definite sync arcs.

Unlike conventional schedulers which treat function calls as implicit scheduling barriers, the proposed algorithm in Figure 5.8 allows instructions to percolate across function calls in the same control block as long as the associated sync arcs do not post RAW, WAW, or WAR hazards.

\subsection{5.3.2 Redundant load/store elimination}

While instruction scheduling mostly relies on the independent classification for memory instructions, eliminating a redundant load or store instruction requires a pair of memory instructions with definite memory dependence. Since the underlying interprocedural pointer analysis algorithms produce may-alias and must-not-alias relations instead of must-alias relations, additional analysis is required to resurrect the definite-alias re-
Bool Redundant_Load_Store_Elimination($fn$, $op1$, $op2$)
{
1:  IF ($(op1$ does not dominate $op2$) or
2:    $(op1$, $op2$, D) $\notin$ $SYNC_{ARCS}(fn)$)))
3:    RETURN false;
4:  IF ($(op2$ is a store but $op1$ is a load)
5:    RETURN false;
6:    FOR (each intermediate instruction $op3$ between $op1$ and $op2$) {
7:      IF ($op3$ is a store or jsr and $(op3$, $op2$, P|D) $\in$ $SYNC_{ARCS}(fn)$)
8:        RETURN false;
9:    }
10:   RETURN true;
11: }

Figure 5.10 Algorithm of redundant load/store elimination.

lation. The proposed analysis is straightforward: if two memory instructions have the
same source registers and literal operands, and the source registers are not modified by
intermediate instructions, these two instructions are dependent. To increase the suc-
cessful rate of pattern matching, copy propagation is aggressively conducted for register
operands. The algorithm to generate definite sync arcs is listed in Figure 5.9. In the
Lcode IR of IMPACT, the addressing mode of a load or store could be register/register
or register/literal, where $SRC\_OPn(op)$ means the $n$th source operand of instruction $op$,
and $DEST\_OP(op)$ means the destination operand of $op$.

With definite sync arcs, Figure 5.10 lists the pseudo code which eliminates redundant
load/store instructions in the same control block. The predicate function returns true if
it is safe to eliminate $op2$ and use the destination operand of $op1$ if it is a load or the
third source operand of $op1$ if it is a store. The preconditions are that $op1$ dominates
$op_2$, and $op_1$ and $op_2$ are definitely dependent. If the control block is a hyperblock, meaning instructions may be guarded by predicates, $op_1$ may not dominate $op_2$ unless $op_1$'s predicates are a superset of $op_2$'s predicates. Otherwise if the control block is a basic block or superblock, instructions with the earlier order in the code layout dominate later instructions. Lines 3 and 4 check the applicability of store/store elimination, since an earlier load cannot eliminate a later store. Then unless an intermediate store or jsr is not independent with $op_2$, which is checked by lines 5 through 8, it is safe to eliminate $op_2$.

5.3.3 Loop-invariant access migration

Loop-invariant access migration is a technique that promotes a loop-invariant location into a register so that the dynamic count of memory instructions can be reduced, since the register only needs to be filled once before the loop is entered, and the same memory location only needs to be updated once at each exit block of the loop. Notice that here loop-invariance means the effective address of a memory instruction but not its content. Loop-invariant effective address can be easily asserted if the source addressing operands of a memory instruction are loop-invariant. However, it is not trivial to identify the the location which can be safely promoted if the loop contains indirect memory accesses and jsrs. If the location is read-only in the loop, it is still safe to identify a subset of loads that access the location, albeit some redundant loads are still present in the loop. If the invariant location is ever updated in the loop, failing to identify the whole group of instructions that access the invariant location may cause incorrect results, since migrated
Partition\_Loop\_Invariant\_Locations\(fn, loop\)

\[
\begin{align*}
1: & \quad S_{INV}(loop) = \emptyset; \\
2: & \quad n = 1; \\
3: & \quad \text{FOR (each loop-invariant load or store instruction } op \in loop) \{ \\
4: & \quad \quad G_n = \{op\}; \\
5: & \quad \quad S_{INV}(loop) = S_{INV}(loop) \cup G_n; \\
6: & \quad \quad n +=; \\
7: & \quad \} \\
8: & \quad \text{DO } \{ \\
9: & \quad \quad \text{FOR (each pair of } G_i \text{ and } G_j \in loop) \{ \\
10: & \quad \quad \quad \text{IF } ((opi, opj, D) \in S_{SYNC\_ARCS}(fn) \text{ where } opi \in G_i \text{ and } opj \in G_j) \{ \\
11: & \quad \quad \quad \quad G_i = G_i \cup G_j; \\
12: & \quad \quad \quad \quad S_{INV}(loop) = S_{INV}(loop) - G_j; \\
13: & \quad \quad \quad \} \\
14: & \quad \quad \} \\
15: & \quad \} \text{ WHILE } (S_{INV}(loop) \text{ changes}) \\
\}
\]

**Figure 5.11** Algorithm of partitioning loop-invariant memory instructions.

loads/stores are using a register’s content which is not updated by the remaining store instructions in the loop. Therefore, like redundant load/store elimination, loop-invariant access migration also needs definite sync arcs.

The first step in performing loop-invariant access migration is to partition the loop-invariant memory instructions into several groups so that instructions in the same group are definitely dependent with each other while different groups access disjoint locations. The algorithm in Figure 5.11 forms disjoint groups using sync arcs. Lines 1 to 7 form an initial set of \(n\) groups of loop-invariant locations where \(n\) is the number of loop-invariant memory instructions in the loop and each group only has one instruction. Then an iterative process in lines 8 through 15 merges two groups of loop-invariant memory in-
structions if instructions from one group are definitely dependent with instructions in the other group. Since the dependent attributes produced by pattern matching is transitive, checking a single pair of instructions can determine whether two groups represent the same location or not.

The groups finalized by the algorithm in Figure 5.11 only guarantee that all intra-group instructions access the same loop-invariant location. Additional analysis is needed to determine whether a group can be safely migrated or not. As shown in Figure 5.12, lines 2 and 3 of the algorithm first separate the load and store instructions in each group. Then depending on whether the group of instructions are write-only, read-only, or read/write, and how the group interacts with other memory and jsr instructions in the loop, different migration decisions are made as shown below:

- **Write-only group** (lines 4 to 5). A group is write-only if its LOAD set created at line 2 is empty, meaning all instructions in this group are store instructions. Since store instructions are usually not on the critical path of a computation chain and dedicating a register may increase the register pressure, a write-only group is not migrated.

- **Read-only group** (lines 6 to 15). If a group is read-only, meaning that there are no store instructions in the group, whether the group can be promoted or not depends on how many loads can be removed and how many refill loads need to be added. If none of the store or jsr instructions in the loop can ever modify the same location of the read-only group, the content of the accessed location is also
LoopInvariantAccessMigration($fn$, $loop$)
{
    FOR (each $G_i \in S_{INV}(loop)$) {
        LOAD($G_i$) = \{ $opl$ | $opl \in G_i$ and $opl$ is a load\};
        STORE($G_i$) = \{ $ops$ | $ops \in G_i$ and $ops$ is a store\};
        IF (LOAD($G_i$) == $\emptyset$)
            CONTINUE;
        IF (STORE($G_i$) == $\emptyset$) {
            refill_load = 0;
            FOR (each store or jsr $op \in loop - G_i$)
                IF ($(op$, $opl$, $P$) $\in S_{SYNC\_ARCS}(fn)$)
                    refill_load + +;
                IF (refill_load == 0)
                    Migrate($fn$, $loop$, $G_i$);
                ELSE IF (refill_load < |LOAD($G_i$)|)
                    MigrateWithRegisterRefill($fn$, $loop$, $G_i$);
            }
        ELSE {
            refill_load = 0;
            needs_spilling = 0;
            IF ($(\exists$ store or jsr $op \in loop - G_i$) and ($(op$, $opl$, $P$) $\in S_{SYNC\_ARCS}(fn)$))
                needs_spilling = 1;
            FOR (each store or jsr $op \in loop - G_i$)
                IF ($(op$, $opl$, $P$) $\in S_{SYNC\_ARCS}(fn)$)
                    refill_load + +;
                IF (refill_load == 0)
                    IF (needs_spilling $\neq$ 0)
                        MigrateWithRegisterSpill($fn$, $loop$, $G_i$);
                    ELSE
                        Migrate($fn$, $loop$, $G_i$);
                ELSE IF ($n < |LOAD(G_i)|$)
                    IF (needs_spilling $\neq$ 0)
                        MigrateWithRegisterSpillAndRefill($fn$, $loop$, $G_i$);
                    ELSE
                        MigrateWithRegisterRefill($fn$, $loop$, $G_i$);
            }
        }
    }
}

Figure 5.12 Algorithm of determining the safety of loop-invariant migration.
loop-invariant. So loading the content into a register once prior to the beginning of
the loop can provide up-to-date value for the entire course of the loop. However, if
there are potentially or definitely dependent store or jsr instructions in the loop, the
promoted register may hold obsolete values. One way to fix the consistency problem
is to reload the dedicated register from the promoted location after every conflicting
store and jsr instruction, should the number of conflicting store/jsr instructions is
less than the number of load instructions in the group otherwise it is not beneficial.
This check is done by line 13.

- **Read/write group** (lines 16 to 34). If a group is read/write, more complicated
  conditions need to be checked before instructions in the group can be migrated,
since there are more chances that the memory content may be inconsistent with the
promoted register. If there are potentially conflicting load instructions in the loop,
the promoted register needs to be spilled before each conflicting loads to guarantee
that the load retrieves the up-to-date value. If there are potentially conflicting
store instructions in the loop, the dedicated register is spilled right before the store
and refilled right after the store to get the up-to-date content, if it is ever modified.
Similarly, if there is a conflicting jsr, the dedicated reciter will also be spilled then
loaded around the jsr. So the cost-effective factor is the number of conflicting loads
and jsrs in the loop: if it exceeds the number of load instructions in the loop, it is
not beneficial to migrate this group.
In Figure 5.12, there are three types of load/store migrations. They all perform the same style of code transformation by migrating all the loads in the group to the loop preheader, and by migrating all stores to every loop exit block. Since all of them are definitely dependent memory instructions, only one load and one store will be left after performing redundant load/store elimination. Then all instructions that consume the value loaded by the migrated loads will use the dedicated register which holds the content of the promoted memory location. In addition to the basic operations, Migrate_With_Register_Refill reloads the dedicated register after all conflicting stores and jrqs, where Migrate_With_Register_Refill will added reloads as well as spilling stores around all conflicting stores and jrqs. Since these transformations are straightforward, their pseudo codes are omitted.

5.3.4 A Working Example

Here the loop in function main of Figure 5.2 will be revisited as a working example to show the optimization process. Redundant load/store elimination, copy propagation, and loop-invariant access migration are conducted iteratively until a fixed point is reached. As shown in Figure 5.13, the loop can be optimized in four stages:

1. The assembly code shown in stage 1 is generated by inlining both functions foo and bar into main. Instructions op12 to op14 are absorbed from foo, where op29 to op31 are included from bar. Inlining the indirect call-site is possible since the function pointer p->pf is resolved to a single callee. Shown on the left of an instruction is the list of instruction ids that have earlier semantic order and definite
Figure 5.13  Aggressive code optimization with memory disambiguation information.
sync arcs with the instruction, while instruction ids involved in possible sync arcs are shown on the right. In stage 1, the only loop-invariant group contains op23, op29, and op33. Since none of them have conflicting stores and jsrs in the loop, they are simply migrated to the loop preheader and no spill/refill instructions are needed.

2. The original register dedicated for holding the content of p is r11 in stage 2. But since op23 and op11 are definitely dependent, and no intermediate instructions conflict with p, op23 can be eliminated. As result, all data-dependent instructions in the loop that use r11, r15, and r19 in stage 1 now all use r5 in stage 2. Consequently, the relations between op13, 30, and op34 now become definitely dependent. They also form a loop-invariant group, since r5 is not defined in the loop. The other loop-invariant group contains a single instruction as op24. Since no conflicting stores and jsrs are contained in the group with these two groups, they are also migrated to the loop preheader.

3. The original registers dedicated for holding the contents of p->pi and p->pj are r12 and r16, respectively. Again, they can be eliminated because of op12 and op13, after propagating the labels of i and j to source operands of memory instructions in the loop. Then all the sync arcs in the loop become definite sync arcs. Consequently, two more loop-invariant groups are identified, containing op25, op28, op36, and op31, op35, respectively. Since both groups are read/write groups, loads are migrated to the loop preheader and stores are migrated to the exit blocks.
4. Instructions op25 and op31 load i and j before the loop is entered. Since there are no sync arcs between these two loads and other stores in the preheader, both loads can be scheduled prior to the stores to hide their latency. Control block cb3 now only contains 3 arithmetic instructions and can be executed much more efficiently then the code shown in Figure 5.3.

These optimization algorithms are independent with the interprocedural pointer analysis conducted in the frontend as long as sync arcs are generated in the assembly code, meaning these optimizations can directly benefit from future improvements made on static memory disambiguation. The quantitative contribution of these memory access optimizations will be presented in Chapter 7.
CHAPTER 6

DEEP ANALYSIS ON FUNCTION POINTERS

A fundamental requirement for performing interprocedural optimizations is a complete call graph, which represents the dynamic invocation of functions for a program. For a programming language which only allows functions to be invoked statically, the construction of a complete call graph can be done in a single traversal of the program starting from the entry function, and the resultant call graph is precise. However, if the programming language supports function pointers, which defer the actual callee determination until run-time, the construction of a complete call graph requires extra compile-time analysis. The least precise but still valid call graph can be constructed by assuming that an indirect call-site reaches all functions in the program, including library functions. A straightforward improvement is to rule out functions whose names are neither passed as parameters nor assigned to other variables. However, for programs containing a significant number of indirect call-sites with disjoint callees, the resulting call graph can be quite inaccurate, which can hurt potential optimization opportunities. Although a call graph is required for the interprocedural data-flow analysis, the call graph construction itself requires an incremental interprocedural data-flow analysis, since function pointers may be defined interprocedurally. The final call graph is resolved iteratively where existing function pointers receive new function names propagated from already discovered
functions in the partial call graph, and newly added functions may add more function
pointers [52, 53, 54]. Murphy et al. [55] evaluate nine call graph extractor tools using
three software systems (mapmaker, mosaic, and gcc). All of the tools generate false
negative call graphs: calls that can in fact take place in some execution of the program,
but which are omitted from the call graph. Although this is acceptable to some software
engineering purposes, a compiler needs a false positive call graph in order to perform
correct optimizations.

Although algorithms for call graph construction have been widely studied in the
literature, some characteristics found in the SPEC benchmarks cannot be handled by
erlier algorithms. The major reason comes from the underlying programming language,
C, used for these benchmarks. C allows functions to be invoked through function pointers,
where function pointers may be accessed through non-function pointers via multi-level
pointers and structure/union fields, and function pointers may be manipulated as non-
function pointers due to type casts. Therefore earlier techniques geared towards Fortran
will not suffice [53, 54]. It is difficult, if not impossible, to resolve function pointers
separately from other general pointers. In fact, for programs written in C, the call graph
construction problem has evolved into an interprocedural pointer analysis problem; once
all pointers are resolved, all function pointers are also resolved, and the call graph can
be generated. Stated in another way, an interprocedural pointer analysis is not complete
if it cannot resolve all function pointers. Due to either simplified assumptions or high
complexity in the algorithm, recent work in interprocedural pointer analysis has not
demonstrated the ability to construct the complete call graph for significant programs like SPEC [22, 34, 19, 20, 26, 31].

In this chapter, a comprehensive study of function pointers using SPEC benchmarks is reported. SPEC benchmarks are selected for this study because of their size, wide acceptance, and realistic function pointer manipulation. Benchmarks included in this study are 008.espresso, 023.eqntott, 072.sc, 085.cc1, 124.m88ksim, 126.gcc, 130.li, 132.jpeg, 134.perl, and 147.vortex, which have complicated code constructs that are not handled by conventional call graph extractor.

6.1 Case Studies of Function Pointers

In this section, code examples extracted from the SPEC benchmarks are presented. These examples can provide insight to the manipulation of function pointers in realistic programs. The usual motivation for programmers to use function pointers is to write concise code: using a single indirect call-site to invoke multiple similar callees instead of multiple individual static call-sites. However, pointers and type casts in C make the problem much harder than in Fortran. In general, function pointers can be classified into four categories with difficulty levels ranked from the easiest to the hardest as follows:

1. Simple variables. Function pointers declared as local or global variables whose addresses are never taken. That is, the definition and usage of such pointers can be accurately identified without the need to consider aliases.
2. **Function parameters.** Function pointers declared as parameters like those used in Fortran.

3. **Statically initialized global function pointers.** Function pointers declared and initialized in the global data section. Function pointers may be fields in global structures/unions.

4. **Heap objects.** Function pointers allocated dynamically from the heap.

Function pointers used as simple variables can be resolved by traditional data-flow analysis, where function pointers passed as parameters can be handled by the *BoundTo* analysis as proposed by Hall and Kennedy [54]. Function pointers initialized statically can be handled properly as long as various forms of structure/union initialization can be processed. However, heap-based function pointers cannot be resolved without using a general interprocedural pointer analysis algorithm. For each category of function pointers, at least one code example is provided to better illustrate the difficulties involved and the potential solutions. For clarity and space reasons, only directly related code segments are extracted.

### 6.1.1 Function pointers as simple variables

Function pointers declared as simple variables without aliases are easy to resolve using traditional data-flow analysis. For example, in function `emit_case_nodes` of `085.ccl`, the following code segment can be found:

```c
    gen_bgt_pat = unsignedp ? gen_bgtu : gen_bgt;
```
so_espresso()
{
    foreach_output_function(
        so_do_espresso,
        so_save);
    foreach_output_function(
        so_do_exact,
        so_save);
}

so_both_espresso()
{
    foreach_output_function(
        so_both_do_espresso,
        so_both_save);
    foreach_output_function(
        so_both_do_exact,
        so_both_save);
}

foreach_output_function(func, func1)
{
    (*func)();
    (*func1)();
}

(*gen_bgt_pat());

It is trivial to find functions gen_betu and gen_bgt as the potential callees of the indirect call-site. In the proposed interprocedural pointer analysis algorithm, this type of function pointers can be easily resolved by the points-to relations added in the intraprocedural stage. Another case is found in 126.gcc, where global function pointer decl_printable_name is assigned with decl_name in function main and used in many other functions. Although the function pointer has no aliases across function boundaries, interprocedural pointer analysis is still required in this case to construct the complete call graph since global variables are involved. Surprisingly, these simple cases only happen in these two largest benchmarks of SPEC.
6.1.2 Function pointers as parameters

Function pointers passed as parameters can also be handled with widely studied techniques. For example, in benchmark 008.espresso, function foreach_output_function can be called from four call-sites in two callers as shown in Figure 6.1. Throughout this chapter, solid edges in the call graph are direct call-sites, while dashed edges are indirect call-sites with the call-site expression annotated. The functions invoked by the two indirect call-sites in function foreach_output_function depend on the actual binding of parameters func and func1, which can be resolved using the analysis conducted in phase II in the interprocedural stage, where the evaluated access path starts from an formal interface parameter followed by a single dereference operator. If the interprocedural analysis is context-sensitive in parameter aliases [19], it can further assert that some components of the call graph are mutually exclusive. For example, foreach_output_function never calls so_do_espresso and so_both_save in the same invocation.

6.1.3 Function pointers as statically initialized global arrays

An alternative way to achieve call-site reuse is to initialize a global table containing function pointers which can be retrieved later through indices. It is a common technique used by language-processing programs like 085.cc1, 124.m88ksim, 126.gcc, and 130.li.

In Figure 6.2 which is extracted from benchmark 124.m88ksim, the instruction structure is defined as the data structure to store information regarding each assembly instruction’s mnemonic name, opcode, and the native function’s address. Global variable
Figure 6.2 Partial call graph of `124.m88ksim`.

mnemonics is declared as an instruction array, and is initialized in the data section of file `asmcmdstr.c`. Function assembler has an indirect call-site using the statically initialized mnemonics table. But instead of directly indexing the table, an indexing function a_choice is used. To handle this case right, the interprocedural pointer analysis algorithm has to handle global variable initializations including structure fields. When function return values are propagated back to the caller in the phase Π’ analysis of the interprocedural stage, variable cmd in assembler can be identified as holding the address of array mnemonics, indicating cmd->funct and mnemonics[x].funct to be aliases ¹. Thus the function names stored in the mnemonics array are resolved to be the possible callees of cmd->funct.

¹The whole array is treated as a single object.
6.1.4 Function pointers as anonymous objects

Benchmark 132.ijpeg uses function pointers to maintain the program's portability. As an image-processing program, many function pointers are initialized at the program entry point to use a platform-specific set of intrinsic functions. When studying the benchmark, several important characteristics are interesting as discussed below.

- Extensive use of heap-based function pointers. Once a heap-object is allocated by the callee and attached to the formal parameter, as discussed in Chapter 4, in addition to propagating values from the caller to the callee, values will need to be propagated from the callee to the caller as well. In function compress, cinfo is a local variable of type jpeg_compress_struct which is listed in the top portion of Figure 6.3. The address of variable cinfo is passed as a formal parameter named as cinfo also to all subsequent callees. In function jinit_memory_mgr, it allocates a structure object of type my_memory_mgr, which is a superset of structure jpeg_memory_mgr. Then it initializes expression cinfo->memory->alloc_small, which is a function pointer for dynamic memory allocation, as alloc_small. When function jinit_memory_mgr returns, the memory location accessed via expression cinfo->mem->alloc_small is still alive, so its content needs to be propagated back to the caller, function jpeg_create_compress. Eventually, the phase I' analysis will report the points-to relation of (cinfo.mem->alloc_small, alloc_small) to function compress.

---

2The type of cinfo in compress is "struct jpeg_compress_struct" but is "struct jpeg_compress_struct *" in all other functions.
• Function pointers indirectly accessed from parameters. Passing a pointer parameter allows not only the parameter itself but also all locations accessible from the pointer to be visible to the callee. Following top-down traversal of the SCC nodes conducted in phase II', the function pointer `cinfo->mem->alloc_small`...
in jinit_master_compress and jinit_c_main_controller can be found to be bound to alloc_small, thus the indirect call-sites can be resolved. Unlike function pointers passed as parameters, resolving function pointers indirectly accessed from parameters involves the evaluation of access paths starting from formal interface parameters followed by at least two dereference operators.

- **Function pointers initialized with type casts.** As explained in [33] and Chapter 3, structure pointers can be used interchangeably if their target structures share a common initial sequence of fields. In the 132.jpegs example listed in Figure 6.3, pointer mem-&gt;pub.alloc_small is an alias of cinfo-&gt;mem-&gt;alloc_small, since the structures pointed by mem and cinfo-&gt;mem share the same initial sequence of fields. With normalized field representation in byte offsets, the proposed postfix access paths can resolve these function pointers in the presence of type casts.

- **Iterative nature of call-graph construction.** The number associated with each indirect call-site indicates the order of the callee being added to the call graph. Function start_pass_main initializes the function pointer used in function jpeg_write_scanlines. But it cannot be discovered until the indirect call-site in prepare_for_pass is resolved, which is initialized in jinit_c_main_controller. And prepare_for_pass is not connected to the call graph until the initialization in jinit_master_compress is discovered. That is, the construction of the partial call graph requires at least four iterations. And whether the optimal number of iterations can be achieved depends on if the phase I’ analysis is performed in the
bottom-up traversal of the call graph and the phase II analysis is performed in the top-down traversal of the call graph.

Benchmark 147.vortex basically shares the same features as 132.jpeg. In addition, instead of using explicit assignments to propagate function addresses, 147.vortex is a real example that uses library call memcpy as an alternative approach for pointer assignments. In Figure 6.4, function Point_InitClass ³ passes the address of function Point_GetToken as a parameter all the way down to function Ut_MoveBytes, which invokes memcpy to store Point_GetToken into an anonymous object retrievable from global variable Theory. In function C_RefToTkn which contains an indirect call-site, function pointer pmf1 is initialized by passing its address to function ShellGetTokenCode, which

³These function names are extracted after macro expansions.
Table 6.1 Statistics of function pointers in SPEC benchmarks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Lines</th>
<th>Functions</th>
<th>Dead Func.</th>
<th>Dir. Call</th>
<th>Ind. Call</th>
<th>&amp; Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>008.espresso</td>
<td>14838</td>
<td>361</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>2674</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>023.eqntott</td>
<td>12053</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>358</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>072.sc</td>
<td>8639</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1459</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>085.cc1</td>
<td>90857</td>
<td>1452</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>8332</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>588</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>124.m88ksim</td>
<td>19092</td>
<td>252</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1496</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>126.gcc</td>
<td>205583</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>19731</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130.li</td>
<td>7597</td>
<td>357</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1267</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>132.jpeg</td>
<td>29290</td>
<td>477</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1016</td>
<td>641</td>
<td>188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>134.perl</td>
<td>26874</td>
<td>276</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>4367</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>147.vortex</td>
<td>67205</td>
<td>923</td>
<td>295</td>
<td>8521</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

eventually invokes `memcpy` to retrieve the address of function `Point_GetToken`. Since the transfer functions of library routines are also analyzed in the interprocedural pointer analysis stage, the case represented by `147.vortex` can be handled properly.

6.2 Call-Graph Resolution of SPEC Benchmarks

Table 6.1 lists the size information and the usage of function pointers of the studied SPEC benchmarks. For each benchmark, `Lines`, `Functions`, and `Dead Func.` show the number of lines, functions, and unreachable functions in each program. The `Dir. Call`, `Ind. Call`, and `& Function` columns show the number of direct call-sites, indirect call-sites, and functions whose addresses are taken. Unreachable functions can be found in large programs developed by multiple programmers over time, or found in programs after extensive code transformations like function inlining performed by the compiler.
Unreachable functions can be determined after all function pointers are resolved: for functions that are not connected to the call graph starting from main or not registered through signal handling routines, they can be safely removed from the program. This optimization can improve both the compilation time and binary size. The resolution of a worst-case call-graph extractor is bound by the product of Ind. Call and & Function, which will be very large for benchmarks like 132.ijpeg and 085.ccl. The resolution of the call graph using the proposed interprocedural pointer analysis algorithm is shown in Table 6.2.

In Table 6.2, number \( n \) at cell \((a, b)\) represents that in benchmark \( a \), \( n \) instances of function pointers are resolved to \( b \) callees. Data presented in this table are obtained before function inlining is performed. The ideal case is to resolve a function pointer into one callee, since the indirect call-site can be converted into a direct one, so that the overhead associated with indirect function calls can be eliminated. If the compiler
Table 6.3  Uninitialized indirect call sites of SPEC benchmarks found by interprocedural pointer analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Uninitialized function pointers (file/function/call-site)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>126.gcc</td>
<td>function.c/push_function_context/*save_machine_status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>function.c/pop_function_context/*save_machine_status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sched.c/actual_hazard_this_instance/function_units[unit].blockage_function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>132.jpeg</td>
<td>jcapic/jpeg_write_scanlines/*cinfo→progress→progress_monitor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>jdapi.c/jpeg_read_scanlines/*cinfo→progress→progress_monitor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>jcapic/jpeg_finish_compress/*cinfo→progress→progress_monitor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>jdapi.c/jpeg_start_decompress/*cinfo→progress→progress_monitor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>134.perl</td>
<td>stab.c/stab_str/*uf→uf_val</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>stab.c/stabset/*uf→uf_set</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>doarg.c/do_subr/*sub→usersub</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>147.vortex</td>
<td>trans01.c/C_CreateObject/*pmfl</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

supports inlining, the callee can even be inlined. As the table shows, benchmark 132.jpeg would benefit most from the converted calls: 381 out of 427 indirect call-sites can be transformed into direct ones \(^4\). But on the other hand, there are 4 indirect call-sites in 130.li, with 190 functions whose addresses are taken. The resolved pointers indicate that 3 indirect call-sites can invoke 187 possible callees, while the other indirect call-site can invoke 3 possible callees. Even in this case, a more accurate estimate of the indirect call-site’s side-effects can be obtained since only a subset of the functions in the whole program can be reached.

Table 6.2 also indicates that heap-based indirect call-sites tend to have a small number of resolved callees, where parameter and statically initialized global call-sites have more callees. The situation for parameter call-sites can be improved by performing function

\(^4\)There are 214 function pointers found in dead functions and excluded.
cloning or inlining, at the cost of increased code size. Table 6.2 also shows that some benchmarks have unresolved function pointers. To make sure that they are caused by flaws of the interprocedural pointer analysis algorithm, these function pointers are verified by tracing the program with the system debugger. It is found that these pointers are indeed uninitialized and not exercised with multiple profile inputs. Detailed descriptions for these pointers can be found in Table 6.3.
CHAPTER 7

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this dissertation, a wide range of experiments were conducted to evaluate various aspects of the presented static memory disambiguation framework. First, the resource requirements of the modular interprocedural pointer analysis algorithm are reported, including the analysis time and memory usage. To demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed algorithm, the SPEC suites are analyzed, which are much larger than the common benchmarks analyzed by previous work. In addition, a personal computer equipped with an Intel Pentium II processor running at 450 MHz with 256MB of RAM instead of a high-end workstation is adopted to be the experimental platform. The underlying operating system is Linux RedHat 6.0, where all IMPACT modules are compiled using GNU C version 2.91.66 as the native compiler with the "-O" option turned on. Secondly, the accuracy of the modular interprocedural pointer analysis algorithm is studied. Since flow-sensitivity is traded for lower complexity based on the argument that pointers to acyclic data structures are rarely redefined, quantitative statistics are provided to back up the argument. Finally, a set of quantitative studies of performance improvements enabled by static memory disambiguation are presented, incorporating the optimization techniques discussed in Chapter 5. Performance data are obtained on an emulated processor with parameter-controlled issue width, numbers of functional units, and memory
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system configurations. Programs represented in the \textit{Lcode} IR can be emulated by reverse translated C code, whose execution is used to gather the profile information and guide the simulation process.

The following sections begin with quantitative results followed by some real examples showing the strength and weakness of the proposed modular interprocedural pointer analysis.

\section{Analysis Costs}

In this section, the analysis costs for the SPECcint92 and SPECcint95 benchmarks are reported. As listed in Table 7.1, some general characteristics of each benchmark are shown first, including the numbers of lines, functions, dead functions, invoked library

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\caption{Benchmark characteristics.}
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
Benchmark & Lines & Fns & D. Fns & Libs & Sts/ Uns & M. Flds & SCCs & M. SCC \\
\hline
008.espresso & 14838 & 361 & 62 & 24 & 20 & 19 & 317 & 2 \\
023.cntott & 12053 & 62 & 7 & 21 & 4 & 17 & 76 & 1 \\
026.compress & 1503 & 16 & 2 & 24 & 1 & 14 & 38 & 1 \\
072.sc & 8639 & 179 & 13 & 53 & 13 & 31 & 208 & 7 \\
085.cc1 & 90857 & 1452 & 84 & 44 & 88 & 126 & 1258 & 148 \\
099.go & 29246 & 372 & 26 & 11 & 5 & 20 & 353 & 1 \\
124.m88ksim & 19092 & 252 & 25 & 36 & 81 & 138 & 261 & 3 \\
126.gcc & 205583 & 2001 & 238 & 45 & 125 & 229 & 1421 & 363 \\
129.compress & 1934 & 24 & 12 & 5 & 1 & 14 & 17 & 1 \\
130.li & 7597 & 357 & 9 & 27 & 14 & 44 & 67 & 309 \\
132.ipg & 29290 & 473 & 231 & 18 & 90 & 161 & 258 & 3 \\
134.perl & 26874 & 277 & 14 & 72 & 34 & 61 & 292 & 23 \\
147.vortex & 67205 & 923 & 331 & 33 & 86 & 292 & 576 & 33 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}
functions, structures/unions, number of unique fields in structures/unions, strongly connected components (SCC), and functions contained in the largest SCC. The number of lines directly affects the time spent in the intraprocedural stage, whereas the number of functions plays an important role in determining the complexity in the interprocedural stage. As discussed in Chapter 6, removing dead functions can speedup the compilation process and improve the run-time performance. In addition to inherited dead functions in the program, after function inlining with up to 60% of code increase, more dead functions are found in many benchmarks \(^1\). Since the proposed interprocedural pointer analysis algorithm also considers the summarized behavior of library functions, the effective number of functions being analyzed is the number of total functions minus the number of dead functions plus the number of library functions, whose number ranges from 5 to 72 in these SPEC programs. The number of structures/unions determines the number of unique types in the programs. Together with the number of unique fields considered from all aggregate data types, they determine the number of derivable access paths from a variable. Since benchmark 126.gcc has 125 aggregate declarations and 229 unique byte-offset representations for fields, as will be shown shortly after, analyzing this benchmark takes the longest time and the largest amount of memory. When each SCC has exactly one function, the total number of functions contained in the program plus the number of invoked library functions minus dead functions will be equal to the number of SCCs, as found in 023.eqntott, 026.compress, 099.go and 129.compress. Due to the common recursive feature in language processing programs, 085.cc1, 126.gcc and 130.li have large

\(^1\)The number of dead functions shown in Table 6.1 reflects the original code prior to inlining.
Table 7.2  Resource requirements of conducting interprocedural pointer analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Intraprocedural stage Time (Sec)</th>
<th>Interprocedural stage Time (Sec)</th>
<th>Mem. (MB)</th>
<th>Total time (Sec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>008.espresso</td>
<td>5.66</td>
<td>20.20</td>
<td>14.26</td>
<td>25.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>023.eqntott</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>2.81</td>
<td>1.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>026.compress</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>1.93</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>072.sc</td>
<td>2.42</td>
<td>3.15</td>
<td>6.34</td>
<td>5.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>085.cc1</td>
<td>33.61</td>
<td>277.67</td>
<td>79.22</td>
<td>311.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>099.go</td>
<td>2.82</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>8.13</td>
<td>3.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>124.m88ksim</td>
<td>2.36</td>
<td>3.54</td>
<td>8.09</td>
<td>5.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>126.gcc</td>
<td>76.68</td>
<td>520.85</td>
<td>238.00</td>
<td>597.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>129.compress</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130.li</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>149.59</td>
<td>30.58</td>
<td>151.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>132.iejpeg</td>
<td>7.34</td>
<td>99.16</td>
<td>29.97</td>
<td>106.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>134.perl</td>
<td>14.43</td>
<td>468.33</td>
<td>51.14</td>
<td>482.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>147.vortex</td>
<td>15.08</td>
<td>166.90</td>
<td>74.80</td>
<td>181.98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SCCs. The proposed modular analysis technique in Chapter 4 can reduce the memory usage in analyzing a single SCC since only the summary behavior of each function needs to be maintained.

Table 7.2 shows the resource consumption statistics collected from the PC-based experimental environment. The elapsed time is shown in seconds excluding the disk I/O time and the memory usage is shown in mega-bytes (MB). The time in the Intraprocedural stage column sums up the analysis time spent on each function. The high-water mark of memory usage in the intraprocedural stage is not shown since each function is analyzed in isolation and therefore the memory usage is no different than other function-level analysis. The Interprocedural stage columns show the elapsed analysis time in the interprocedural
stage and the high-water mark of memory usage. The sum of analysis time spent in both stages is shown in the last column of Table 7.2.

As expected, analyzing 126.gcc consumes the most memory and longest time due to its size (2001 functions/205,583 lines of code), complex structure declarations, and intensive usage of type casts. Due to similar characters found in 085.cc1 and 147.vortex, they also require more resources than other benchmarks. The conventional wisdom holds that interprocedural pointer analysis is an expensive task which requires a high-end computer system with a huge amount of memory to accomplish. With the statistics shown in Table 7.2, it is demonstrated that the proposed modular interprocedural pointer analysis algorithm indeed raises the applicability of pointer analysis to the next level. Not only that the analyzed programs are one step closer to real-world programs, but also the system requirements can be met by a personal computer. In the following two sections, it will be shown that the new algorithm is also accurate and can provide significant performance improvements.

7.2 Accuracy Measurement

In the literature, there are several metrics defined to measure the accuracy of pointer analysis. One common metric is to count the number of targets that each pointer points to, and a general rule to judge the accuracy of a pointer analysis algorithm is that the closer the number of targets is to 1, the better the analysis result. However, the target-per-pointer metric may be misleading when used alone since the most trivial pointer
Table 7.3  Resolutions of interprocedural pointer analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Targets per pointer</th>
<th>Pointer per target</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>008.espresso</td>
<td>3071</td>
<td>436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>023.eqnott</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>026.compress</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>072.sc</td>
<td>662</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>085.cc1</td>
<td>9231</td>
<td>1659</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>099.go</td>
<td>312</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>124.m88ksim</td>
<td>622</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>126.gcc</td>
<td>16147</td>
<td>3679</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>129.compress</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130.li</td>
<td>1576</td>
<td>243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>132.jpeg</td>
<td>3897</td>
<td>766</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>134.perl</td>
<td>2873</td>
<td>691</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>147.vortex</td>
<td>6768</td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

analysis algorithm can simply assume that all pointers point to the same target, causing the algorithm to be falsely judged as perfect. So a symmetric metric which measures the number of pointers that point to the same target is usually used to avoid the biased measurement. Similarly, a better algorithm should also have the pointer-per-target metric reasonable.

Table 7.3 shows the statistics of the target-per-pointer metric and the pointer-per-target metric observed on right-most access paths after merging the interprocedural pointer analysis results to each function. Each benchmark has gone through function inlining which allows 60% of code growth. Numbers in the target-per-pointer columns reflect the numbers of outgoing points-to relations carried by pointer-type access paths, where numbers in the pointer-per-target columns reflect the opposite. Different targets
passed to pointer-type formal parameters from different calling contexts are considered as
a single object since the multiple instances of targets are the results of the programming
style and therefore are irrelevant with the accuracy of pointer analysis. The average num-
bers of targets resolved for pointer paths range from 1.00 to 1.62, indicating that most
pointers are resolved to a single target path. The average numbers of pointer-per-target
range from 1.31 to 3.20, showing that there are usually more than one pointer pointing
to the same target. Given hundreds or thousands of pointers in each program and the
low numbers shown by both metrics, the new modular interprocedural pointer analysis
algorithm is very accurate.

The most accurate comparison between flow-sensitive and insensitive pointer analysis
algorithms is to conduct both analyses on the same programs. Via the statistics gathered
regarding resource requirements, pointer resolutions and performance improvements, the
pros and cons of both methods can be obtained. However, it takes a lot of overhead
to implement both methods in the same compiler, and it has never been shown in the
literature that a flow-sensitive pointer analysis algorithm can handle the complete SPEC
suites. Therefore, comparison is conducted indirectly in this dissertation.

Figure 7.1 classifies pointer definitions found in each program into four categories
as unique, anonymous, named_cyclic, and named_acyclic. The unique category repre-
sents pointers that are defined no more than once in each function. For example, if a
local pointer variable is initialized after being declared and never redefined in a func-
tion, it belongs to the unique category. Also, if a pointer-type parameter is defined
by the caller and passed to the callee for dereferences only, the pointer belongs to the
unique category as well. As shown in Figure 7.1, on average over 57% of pointers are not redefined. The anonymous category, which accounts for 7% of pointer definitions on average, covers pointers that are not simple variables but are defined for multiple times. The named cyclic portion, accounting 26% of pointer definitions, covers pointer variables which are defined in loops, where the named acyclic category represents pointer variables that have more than one definition in acyclic code regions. For pointers that are redefined, a flow-sensitive pointer analysis algorithm can update the target information if the pointer is a variable and the definitions happen in acyclic code regions. The study shows that there are only about 10% of pointer definitions that potentially could be better re-

Figure 7.1 Distribution of pointer definitions.
solved by a flow-sensitive algorithm. As will be shown in the next section, the additional performance improvement provided by these 10% of pointers is fairly small compared to that provided by static memory disambiguation as a whole, arguing the worth of trading flow-sensitivity for lower complexity.

### 7.3 Performance Improvements

In order to understand the potential benefits of memory access optimizations for future processors, the optimized programs are evaluated on a set of simulated processors to obtain the performance data. As shown in Table 7.4, these simulated processors can fetch, decode, and issue from 4 to 8 instructions per cycle in order. The numbers of ALUs, memory ports, and floating point ALUs are proportional to the issue width of the processor, where the numbers of branch units, integer and floating point registers are fixed at 2 and 64, respectively. The memory system consists of a 64K direct-mapped, non-blocking data cache with 64 byte block size. The data cache is write-through with no write allocate and has a hit latency of 2 cycles and a miss penalty of 4 cycles if hit in the second-level cache. The second-level cache is a unified 1024K, 4-way associative

### Table 7.4 Processor configurations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Mem</th>
<th>IALU</th>
<th>FALU</th>
<th>Branch</th>
<th>Mem. Latency (L1/L2/main)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2/4/100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2/4/100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2/4/100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
cache with a miss penalty of 100 cycles. The instruction cache is assumed to be perfect since the goal of the experiments is to understand the data access behavior. The branch prediction scheme is a 1K-entry BTB with 2 bit counters. The instruction set architecture and instruction latencies used match those of the HP PA-7100 microprocessor, where integer operations besides loads have 1-cycle latency [57].

Three sets of parameters in the IMPACT compiler are configured to generate three versions of programs with different levels of sophistication in memory disambiguation. The base version assumes all memory instructions are ambiguous and all function calls have pessimistic side-effects. Such pessimistic assumptions completely prevent register promotion and scheduling. The standard version employs memory disambiguation information derived intraprocedurally. Memory disambiguation of this level, which is commonly used by commercial compilers without interprocedural pointer analysis, can effectively disambiguate accesses to spill locations, local variables, global variables, and indirect accesses with equivalent base registers and offsets, but revert to ambiguous relations for other combinations. The precise side-effects of library function calls can be modeled, but the pessimistic side-effects are still assumed for user functions. The advanced version utilizes the complete memory disambiguation information generated by interprocedural pointer analysis and uses the memory disambiguation information to guide memory access optimizations as described in Chapter 5. Side-effects of all functions can be accurately modeled in this version. Except for the differences mentioned

\[\text{For temporary variables inserted by the compiler and local variables whose addresses are never taken, they are always promoted to registers nevertheless.}\]
Figure 7.2 Performance improvements enabled by memory disambiguation on an 8-issue processor.

above, all three versions are compiled through inlining up to 60% of code increase [56], classical optimizations [58], and superblock optimization [59]. The training input sets are used for all levels of experiments in this dissertation.

Figure 7.2 plots the speedups in execution time of the standard and advanced versions over the base version observed on the 8-issue processor configuration as shown in configuration 3 of Table 7.4. This figure indicates that memory optimizations with memory disambiguation performed intraprocedurally can provide an average speedup of 1.07. With much more optimization opportunities enabled by the advanced memory
disambiguation techniques discussed in this dissertation, the average speedup is boosted to 1.43. The additional performance improvement from the standard version to the advanced version, which has a ratio about 600%, reflects the advancement of performance improvements derived from the compile-time memory disambiguation technology.

To better understand the merits of advanced static memory disambiguation, the runtime behaviors of the standard and advanced versions of code are further studied. As discussed in Chapter 5, promoting values from the memory to the register is the most effective technique for the compiler to optimize memory accesses, and load/store scheduling can be used to effectively hide the latency of remaining loads. However, it is hard to
derive their exact contributions in the final performance improvement since their effects may overlap in some cases. For example, the latency of a redundant but remaining load may be fully hidden by the scheduler. Therefore, this dissertation approximates each optimization’s contribution by: (i) showing the amount of reduction of dynamic loads and stores, and (ii) showing the performance improvement achieved without aggressive load/store scheduling. The left bar of each benchmark in Figure 7.3 shows the reduction of dynamic loads between the standard and advanced versions. As these numbers show, using simple copy propagation to convert ambiguous relations to dependent relations can eliminate as much as 40% of dynamic loads for 026.compress, with an average reduction rate of 16%. Attributing the minor variance (± 3%) in speedup numbers to the normal deviation of detailed simulation, loads in benchmarks 023.eqntott, 126.gcc, 130.li, 132.jpeg, and 134.perl are not eliminated in a significant manner. The right bar of each benchmark in Figure 7.3 stands for the percentage of stores that are eliminated. For some benchmarks, the numbers of loads and stores are actually increased due to two reasons. The first reason is many load instructions are speculatively executed. For example, consider the code sequence "branch-store-load". Without interprocedural pointer pointer analysis, the relation between the store and the load may be ambiguous and therefore the load is only executed after the branch is not taken. If the memory disambiguation information indicates that the store and the load are independent and there are empty memory slots above the branch, the load can be executed speculatively before the branch. If the branch is not taken, the load instruction has been issued and its latency can be hidden. Otherwise an unnecessary load is executed whose result will
Figure 7.4 Ratio of the performance improvements enabled by scheduling only versus full memory access optimizations.

be discarded. The second reason is the increased register pressure due to more memory contents are held in registers, which may increase both the numbers of load and store instructions because of register spilling and refilling. As shown in Figure 7.2, significant performance improvements are still obtained even though there are extra memory instructions.

Figure 7.4 shows the contribution of register promotion to the overall performance improvement with memory disambiguation. The 100% speedup is derived from the performance difference between the standard version and the advanced version, where the
achieved performance improvement shown by each bar is obtained by disabling the use of sync arcs in guiding instruction scheduling. Comparing Figure 7.3 and 7.4, it shows that register promotion and scheduling both can provide significant performance improvements. Benchmarks like 008.espresso and 026.compress obtain all of their performance improvements from register promotion. Without speculatively executed load instructions which may cause extra cache misses, the performance is even slightly better. On the other hand, for benchmark like 132.ijpeg with a negative load-reduction rate, the performance speedup between the advanced and the standard version is as high as 1.70, where only 10% of the total speedup is achieved when scheduling is disabled.

In modern processors, the L1 cache latency is usually more than one cycle and the main memory latency can easily approach 100 cycles. The effectiveness of redundant memory access elimination and loop-invariant memory access migration is less sensitive to the memory latency since the memory instructions are eliminated. In fact, the longer the memory latency is, the better the performance improvement. However, instruction scheduling is more sensitive to the memory latency since scheduling is usually performed under the assumption of a uniformed memory latency, which is the L1 cache hit latency. If both L1 and L2 caches suffer misses, given the memory latency of 100 cycles, it is hard for the compiler to schedule the load instruction far enough to tolerate the memory latency even in the presence of accurate memory disambiguation information. Figure 7.5 studies the relation between the impact of static memory disambiguation and extreme memory latencies. First, Figure 7.5a shows the L1 and L2 cache hit ratios for the fully disambiguated and optimized programs on the 8-issue processor. Figure 7.5b shows the
Figure 7.5 The memory latency factor: (a) L1 and L2 hit ratios, (b) cycles blocked due to pending loads.
Figure 7.6 Performance improvements on a 8-issue processor with perfect data caches.

relative percentage of cycles blocked due to a pending load instruction. The 100% scale
reflects the load-stalled cycles in the standard version, the left bar is the normalized stall
ingo of the advanced version given the memory latency to be 100 cycle, and the right bar
reflects the normalized stall ratio under a perfect L1 data cache. The left bar in Figure 7.6
shows the relative performance of the 100-cycle main memory latency configuration over
the standard version, while the right bar shows the relative performance of the perfect
cache configuration over the same base performance. There are three major observations
from Figure 7.5 and Figure 7.6:
1. The L1 and L2 cache hit ratios are pretty high, meaning the main memory latency is rarely experienced by load instructions.

2. Around 32% of load-stalled cycles are eliminated by fully disambiguated memory accesses, where a perfect cache can eliminate 20% more stalled cycles.

3. A perfect cache provides around 30% more speedups, which can be considered as the upper boundary condition to interpolate the performance improvements enabled by static memory disambiguation for memory latencies between 0 and 100 cycles. Benchmark 026.compress benefits the most from perfect caches due to its low L1 cache hit rate. Benchmark 147.vortex is the second largest beneficiary due to most of its cache misses happen on the critical path of during its execution.

As shown in Figure 7.5b, static memory disambiguation can reduce the wasted cycles due to pending load instructions. Therefore it is interesting to see how they are translated to better utilization of increased machine resources. For each benchmark, the three processor configurations as summarized in Table 7.4 are studied. For each processor configuration, the standard version and the advanced version of programs are simulated to evaluate the performance variance. In Figure 7.7, each benchmark has 5 bars where each bar shows the relative speedup to the 4-issue processor without interprocedural pointer analysis. As the trend shows, without memory disambiguation, the compiler cannot effectively utilize the machine resources. As a result, the trend of the speedups is flat for the standard versions. On the other hand, the performance of programs optimized with interprocedural procedural pointer analysis keep climbing higher as the machine has
more resources. Benchmark *132.ijpeg* shows the ideal case where the performance speedup is improved from 1.32 to 1.67 to 1.88 when the processor issues 4, 6, or 8 instructions per cycle. Figure 7.7 demonstrates that the proposed memory disambiguation framework is able to provide scalable performance improvements.

It is also interesting to see how well the proposed static memory disambiguation does compared to a perfect pointer analysis algorithm, together with the ideal usage of the dy-
Figure 7.8 The effectiveness of static memory disambiguation versus perfect data speculation.

Dynamic memory disambiguation mechanism incorporated in the IA-64 architecture [9, 10]. Therefore memory address profiling [15] is conducted to generate perfect sync arcs which will allow more optimization and scheduling opportunities which could have been disabled by spurious pointer analysis results. That is, as long as the input to a benchmark is fixed, a new version of binary called the profiled version which is optimized under the guidance of profile-generated sync arcs can be generated. When memory address profiling is conducted on the advanced version of the program, the performance number reflects the additional improvement that can be obtained from instruction scheduling given perfect memory disambiguation information. On the other hand, when memory address
profiling is conducted on the standard version of the program, the performance number reflects the performance improvement that can be obtained from solely dynamic memory disambiguation. With statistics collected from the 8-issue processor configuration, for each benchmark in Figure 7.8, the left bar shows the relative performance between the advanced version and the profile-guided standard version, while the right bar shows the relative performance between the profile-guided advanced version and the advanced version. The average speedup for the left bar is 0.96, where it is as low as 0.9 for 072.sc and as high as 1.07 for 134.perl. On the other hand, the average speedup of the right bar is 1.03, with the maximum of 1.12 from 134.perl. Two main observations from Figure 7.8 are:

1. Generally speaking, the proposed interprocedural procedural pointer analysis and compile-time memory optimizations outperform perfect run-time data speculation due to the benefit of redundant load/store elimination and loop-invariant access migration. If data speculation is not guided by perfect knowledge like memory access profiling, the benefit of data speculation is expected to be much lower due to mis-speculation penalties.

2. The classification of ambiguous/independent relations between memory accesses provided by the proposed interprocedural pointer analysis algorithm is accurate, since only 3% more performance can be exploited by the scheduler when spurious dependent relations are removed.
Figure 7.9  Performance losses due to reduced machine resources.

Benchmark 134.perl indicates that there are more than 10% performance losses caused by spurious memory disambiguation information. Together with examples extracted from other benchmarks, the strength and weakness of the proposed compile-time memory disambiguation technique will be discussed in the next section.

Due to various design restrictions like the circuitry complexity and power consumption, it may not be possible to afford abundant memory ports to fully harvest the results of static memory disambiguation. Therefore another experiment is conducted to under-
stand the performance loss due to reduced memory resources. As shown in Figure 7.9, each bar shows the performance loss of the specified processor configuration with the specified sophistication of memory disambiguation when the number of memory port is cut by 50% compared to the original specification listed in Table 7.4. Without advanced memory disambiguation, most loads and stores are executed in a serialized manner, therefore reducing the number of memory ports by half has less performance impact than the case with interprocedural pointer analysis, where more loads and stores could be executed in parallel. Because only one memory port is employed by the 4-issue processor configuration, it suffers more performance loss than the 8-issue processor case. The average negative effect on the 8-issue case with interprocedural pointer analysis is 4.5%, which is very small compared to the enabled performance gain. Benchmarks 008.espresso, 085.ccl, and 124.m88ksim actually observe some performance improvements due to streamlined memory resources. The reason is fewer speculative loads are executed when the scheduler sees more memory port contentions, resulting fewer L1 data cache misses. From the observation of Figure 7.9, the majority of benefits provided by the proposed static memory disambiguation framework can be achieved even when the memory resources are reduced.

7.4 Case Studies

This section will proceed by case studies showing the significant benefits of register promotion and scheduling, followed by programming features that harden accurate
static memory disambiguation. The goal is to provide a more solid understanding of the strength and weakness of the modular interprocedural pointer analysis algorithm using real code examples.

7.4.1 Register promotion

Figure 7.10 lists the source code of function align from benchmark 124.m88ksim. The function is used to align 64-bit floating point numbers. Because the indirect memory accesses in the loop involve pointer-type parameters, the compiler is not able to determine their independence without interprocedural pointer analysis and therefore leaves the loop body conservatively unoptimized. With the modular interprocedural pointer analysis proposed in this thesis, the compiler is able to determine that *s, *mantlo, *manthi, and *manthi all stand for independent and loop-invariant locations, so they can be completely migrated out of the loop. As a result, the loop body which originally contains 7 loads and 4 stores now only contain arithmetic instructions after performing loop-invariant access migration. The profiling weight indicates that the loop executes for more than 1 million times. After this optimization, the length of the critical path drops from 18 cycles to 3 cycles on an 8-issue processor, eliminating more than 15 million cycles in total during the execution of the program.

7.4.2 Scheduling

Figure 7.11 lists the source code of function rgb_ycc_convert from benchmark 132.ijpeg. Similar to the example in 124.m88ksim, the for-loop in rgb_ycc_convert
void alignd(int aexp,ULONG *amanthi,ULONG *amantlo, int bexp, 
ULONG *bmanthi,ULONG *bmanlo,int *resexp,ULONG *s) 
{ 
    int expdiff;
    expdiff = aexp - bexp;
    *amanthi <<= 2;
    *amanthi |= *amantlo>>30;
    *amantlo <<= 2;
    *bmanthi <<= 2;
    *bmanthi |= *bmanlo>>30;
    *bmanlo <<= 2;
    if (expdiff >= 0) {
        for (*s = 0 ; expdiff > 0 ; expdiff--) {
            *s |= *bmanlo & 1;
            *bmanlo >>= 1;
            *bmanlo |= *bmanthi<<31;
            *bmanthi >>= 1;
        }
        *resexp = aexp;
    } 
    else {
        expdiff = -expdiff;
        for (*s = 0 ; expdiff > 0 ; expdiff--) {
            *s |= *amantlo & 1;
            *amantlo >>= 1;
            *amantlo |= *amanthi<<31;
            *amanthi >>= 1;
        }
        *resexp = bexp;
    }
}

Figure 7.10 Code example extracted from 124.m88ksim.
static void rgb_ycc_convert (j_compress_ptr cinfo,
    JSAMPARRAY input_buf, JSAMPLE output_buf,
    JDIMENSION output_row, int num_rows)
{
    my_cconvert_ptr cconvert = (my_cconvert_ptr) cinfo->cconvert;
    register int r, g, b;
    register INT32 * ctab = cconvert->rgb_ycc_tab;
    register JSAMPROW intptr;
    register JSAMPROW outptr0, outptr1, outptr2;
    register JDIMENSION col;
    JDIMENSION num_cols = cinfo->image_width;

    while (num_rows >= 0) {
        intptr = *input_buf++;
        outptr0 = output_buf[0][output_row];
        outptr1 = output_buf[1][output_row];
        outptr2 = output_buf[2][output_row];
        output_row++;
        for (col = 0; col < num_cols; col++) {
            r = ((int) ( intptr[0 ] ));
            g = ((int) ( intptr[1 ] ));
            b = ((int) ( intptr[2 ] ));
            intptr += 3;
            outptr0[col] = (JSAMPLE)
                ((ctab[r+0]+ctab[g+(1*(255 +1))]+ctab[b+(2*(255+1))])>>16);
            outptr1[col] = (JSAMPLE)
                ((ctab[r+(3*(255+1))]+ctab[g+(4*(255+1))]+
                  ctab[b+(5*(255+1))])>>16);
            outptr2[col] = (JSAMPLE)
                ((ctab[r+(5*(255+1))]+ctab[g+(6*(255+1))]+
                  ctab[b+(7*(255+1))])>>16);
        }
    }
}

**Figure 7.11** Code example extracted from 132.ijpeg.
contains indirect accesses involving pointer-type parameters. For example, in the for-loop the first access expression, `inptr[0]`, dereferences the second pointer parameter, `input_buf`, by two levels. Also in the for-loop, the last store expression, `outptr2[col]`, modifies the memory location accessed through three levels of indirection via the third pointer parameter, `output_buf`. The critical path of the for-loop takes 23 cycles. After unrolling the loop by 4 times, due to the ambiguous relation between the first load of the next iteration and the last store of the previous iteration, these unrolled loop bodies cannot be mixed at all, resulting a critical path of 92 cycles. With interprocedural pointer analysis, the compiler can prove that all the indirect memory accesses are independent, enabling the scheduler to place load instructions before store store instructions to hide the load latency. Even though the total number of memory instructions contained in the loop body remains the same, the scheduler is able to reduce the length of the critical path down to 30 cycles. The profiling weight indicates that the loop is executed for 1 million times, meaning a total reduction of 60 million cycles for the total execution time by the scheduler.

### 7.4.3 Spurious memory disambiguation

Unlike the previous two cases, Figure 7.12 shows a negative example which exposes some weakness of the proposed interprocedural pointer analysis algorithm. In Figure 7.12, function `do_splice` contains a for-loop inside which two pointers `src` and `dst` point to the same array but with an offset of `diff`. Since the conducted pointer analysis treats the whole array as a single object, `*src` and `*dst` are considered as ambiguous memory
do_splice(ary,gimme,arglast)
register ARRAY *ary;
int gimme;
int *arglast;
{
    register STR **st = stack->ary_array;
    register int sp = arglast[1];
    int max = arglast[2] + 1;
    register STR **src;
    register STR **dst;

    newlen = max - sp;
diff = newlen - length;
    src = &ary->ary_array[offset-1];
dst = src - diff;
for (i = offset; i > 0; i--)
    *dst-- = *src--;
}

**Figure 7.12** Code example extracted from 134.perl.

accesses, preventing both redundant access elimination and scheduling. Unless the offset
diff is replaced by a literal, this situation cannot be helped by a flow-sensitive algorithm
since the content of diff may be zero. With memory access profiling, it is detected that
diff is always nonzero, allowing the load of *src to be scheduled before the store of
*dst when the loop is unrolled. Therefore the length of the critical path is reduced from
12 cycles to 7 cycles. The profiling weight shows that the loop is executed for 9 million
times, therefore perfect memory disambiguation can further reduce 45 million cycles.
With well-defined compile-time heuristics, it is possible to use run-time data speculation
to seek optimization opportunities on cases like this code example. However, it is beyond the scope of this dissertation.
CHAPTER 8

CONCLUSIONS

8.1 Summary and Contribution

The need for advanced compile-time memory disambiguation techniques is more and more imminent as the advancement in the processor keeps outpacing the improvement in the memory subsystem. This thesis has presented a practical interprocedural pointer analysis algorithm which uses the modular feature to tolerate the resource requirements. Unlike previously proposed algorithms which either handle only a subset of language features or only small programs, this dissertation presents a comprehensive method to handle all C constructs and significant programs like the SPECcint92 and SPECcint95 benchmark suites.

This dissertation also presents three effective optimization techniques to utilize memory disambiguation information including scheduling, redundant memory access elimination, and loop-invariant access migration. The validated results through simulation not only demonstrate the correctness of the conducted analysis and optimization, but also show that significant performance improvements can be obtained. The case studies of the usage of function pointers not only provide concrete examples to help understand pointer manipulations, but also provide valuable real examples for future algorithms to verify.
The case studies about the strength and weakness of static memory disambiguation also provide concrete examples to understand the capability of the proposed flow-insensitive and context-sensitive pointer analysis algorithm.

8.2 Future Work

The experiment results demonstrate that the proposed static memory disambiguation framework is very feasible and can provide accurate results and significant performance improvements on the SPEC-class programs. Besides the encouraging results, there are several open issues for future research.

With the upcoming IA-64 architecture which supports hardware-assisted data speculation, it provides a viable run-time alternative for memory disambiguation. From the studies conducted in this dissertation, the perfect use of data speculation can provide performance improvements close to the level provided by the full scale interprocedural pointer analysis. With the perfect use of data speculation on top of static memory disambiguation, additional performance benefits may be obtained. Therefore an interesting question is whether both techniques can be used constructively together. Memory access profiling better fits as a tool to understand the upper-bound of the effectiveness of the proposed static memory disambiguation framework than as guidelines for data speculation due to its expense to perform. So heuristics that can judge the confidence of static dependence classifications are valuable because if they are accurate, both static
and dynamic memory disambiguation techniques can be integrated together to explore the ultimate performance.

Although the size and intricacy of the SPEC benchmarks post an important milestone towards the practical use of static memory disambiguation, their sizes are still a fraction of those of many real world applications. There may very well be many cases that are handled too conservatively by the proposed modular interprocedural pointer analysis algorithm. The proposed redundant load/store elimination, loop-invariant access migration, and scheduling techniques can be applied to any static memory disambiguation framework as long as the sync arcs representation is also adopted. Together with the demonstrated low resource consumptions, the proposed memory disambiguation framework has a great potential to be ported into a product compiler. Therefore it would be extremely valuable to learn if the modular feature can keep scaling well to large applications.
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